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no W... 

a company 

that has AM. FM 

and IV frequency 

and modulation 

monitoring 

systems. 

Type Approval #3.176 

Now ... Belar. Belar is the only company that has the necessary type approvals 
on all three monitoring systems. Belar accuracy permits use of the maximum power 
allowable and maximum power means maximum profit. Add to this that all 
Belar equipment is immediately available. 

Isn't it time you stopped running around and finally settled for a company that can 
handle all your frequency and modulation monitoring needs? Contact Arno Meyer . . 

he'll show you the way. 

B EL BELAR ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC., DEPT. BM 11 

BOX 83, UPPER DARBY, PA. 19084 (215) 789 -0550 
Circle 100 on Reader Service Card 
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Look what our customers 
say about the cost of 

Gates Automation Systems... 

"Our Gates Automation equipment 
has saved us money since we 
went on the air with FM. 
The automation 
has allowed us to 
concentrate on 
programming 
and sales." 

Bill Ryan 
WNFM 
Naples, Florida 

"Our investment 
in Gates automation 

equipment may 
look big, but 

it's being amortized 
at less than the cost 

of one employee and 
works the hours 

we tell it to." 
Robert Blow 
WJAK 
Jackson, Tennessee 

"Automation 
has allowed us to 
provide 'big town' 
programming 
within a budget 
we can afford." 

Gayle Swofford 
WFYN -FM Stereo 
Key West, Florida 

J 
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"Automation 
doesn't cost -it sa,.es! 
We've been able ro 

use our automatio 
on late night AM a., 

well as FM and 
give everybody 

the working hours 
they like." 

Merritt Milligan 
K HQA -TV WTAD 
Quincy, Illinois 

If you say you can't afford automation, maybe you're wrong. 
Gates says it's possible. So do our customers. For more in- 

formation about "affordable" automation, call us at 

(217) 222 -8200, or write Gates, 123 Hampshire St., Quincy, 
Illinois 62301. 

GATES 
A DIVISION OF HARRIS -INTERTYPE 

Circle 10I on Reader Service Card 
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8 Convention Log: AES Fall Meet 

IIM/E 10 Interpreting the FCC Rules and Regulations 

The FCC's New Fees 
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Technical Editor: 
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Production Assistant: 
ROSALIND LEIFER 

Research and Circulation Manager 
IRENE CHERVIN 

Marketing Services Manager: 
LORRAINE DE CAMILLE 

President: 
RALPH E. RICHARDSON 

This month's cover: News today needs 
revealing -as well as reporting. For 
in -depth coverage you must have well 
chosen equipment (page 14) and well 
trained newsmen (page 20). If you 
happen to follow the example artist 
Sudduth suggests, you'll need the 
courage of your convictions, too. 
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14 Covering Local News 

This series of articles is BM /E's first -of- the -year report 
On equipment and tips for gathering news in your com- 
munity -the best commitment you can make to your 
audience. 
14 Getting Radio News in the Field 
16 Edit Actuality Tapes Fast 
17 Free Weather Reports 
18 Live Color from a 'Copter 
19 Local News in Small- Market Radio 

20 Call CFWC 

The Community Film Workshop Council trains minority- 
group men and women as TV news cameramen who 
offer new skills and perspectives for broadcasters. 

22 Now It's Electronic Verification of TV Commercials 

The first FCC -approved system uses a digital code to 
tell advertisers when (and if) their spots ran. 

24 Convention Log: NAEB 1970: Troubled Times 

CM /E Magazine- inserted for cable readers only; in- 
troducing The Bold Ones, a regular feature covering the 
most dramatic technological innovations in cable, and 
the operators who are making them work. 

27 Broadcast Equipment 

32 Crosstalk 

39 New Literature 

42 From the Editor 
The Second Year in the Decade of the 70s 

Mactier Publishing Corp. 
820 Second Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017, 212 661 -0450 
Also publishers of: 
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT BUYERS GUIDE 
EEE 
ELECTRO- PROCUREMENT 

B PA 

BM /E, Broadcast Management /Engineering, is published monthly by 
Mactier Publishing Corp. All notices pertaining to undeliverable mail 
or subscription should be addressed to 820 Second Ave., New York, 
N.Y. 10017. 
BM /E is circulated without charge to those responsible for station 
operation and for specifying and authorizing the purchase of equip- 
ment used in broadcast facilities. These facilities include AM, FM, 
and TV broadcast stations; CATV systems; ETV stations, networks 
and studios; audio and video recording studios; consultants, etc. 
Subscription prices to others: $15.00 one year, $25.00 two years. 
Copyright © 1971 by Mactier Publishing Corp., New York City. 
Controlled Circulation postage paid at Duluth, Minn. 
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HELICAL SCAN VTR 
PROCESSOR SYSTEM 
343H PROCEESIr.G SYSTEMS RELIA3LY 
REPLACE ALL SYNC AND BLANK NG 
3ULSE3 MISS NI' DJRING THE PER CD 
JF THE HEL DA_ SCAN (SLANT TFaC<) 
JTR CROPO JT. BY INSERTING STAND- 
ARD PULSES INTO THE VIDEO SIGh4L, 
DUBS TO O RE_R HELICAL SCAN CR 
DUADRUPLEX MACHINES CAN BE MADE. 

W ADDITION. E JC-1RONIZING PLL3ES 
AVAILABLE FR NM THE 950H SYNC CzV- 
=RATCR CAN EE UEED TO DRIVE CAM- 
ERAS AND SPE=1AL EFFECTS SYSTEMS 
::OR T TLE INSERTION, ETC. 

=OUR SYSTEMS ASE AVAILABLE, CNE 
=OR MONOCHFOME AND THREE FCR 
COLOF. MOCEL 94CH -4 COLOR SY.S EN1 

EVPLCYS A 11CDE_ 955 COLOR LCCK 
AAD COUNTER TO PROVIDE THE JEER 
WITH A COM?LE_TE COLOR SYNC GEN- 
ER.ATCR SYE -EM WHEN PROCESSIIJC S 
IJCT REQUIRED 

ALL MODELS Eí!PLJY THE SAME T =FE 
MOUNTING FEALIE. THE MONOCHROIVE 
VERSION (94ÚH -') CAN BE CONVERTED 
-0 COLOR AT A JY TIME BY INSERT ON 
OF A 955, 962_ OR 9E6 MODULE. 

MODEL 940H 1 - . _ S1 390 
(Monochrome: 

MODEL 940H . _ S1 590 
(Color w /Burma Amplifier) 

MCDEL940H= . _ S1 -330 
(Color w /Colt- lack. 

114CDEL 940H- _ . _ S2 765 
(Color w /Co,r3131e Zolor Sync Gen) 

AIGC OPTION (MODEL 906) 
FDR ANY SYSTEM 4..5C0 

EVG PROCES50=S CARRY A TWO "EAR 
WARRANTY AN:* ARE AVAILABLE CIJ A 
30 -DAY TRIAL. 

-COW' ._111.fia-\i "411F I. Y 

THE GRASS VALLEY GROUP INC AA 
FOR A)DITIONAL I\FORMATICIV, CONTACT GRAVCO SALES, INC. 

65IE Senset Blvd. SIEtiol Haza Ea;t 
LOS ANGELES, CALI 3F EA- DECK, N.V. 
(2131.432 -6618 1E16) 4.V-1311 

1312 West Norhwest -1ighwa 
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL. 
(312) 394 -134= 

2626 Mockingbird L3r3 
DALLAS, TEXAS 
(214) 352 -2475 

1644 Tullie Circle, 
ATLANTA, GEOR 
(404) 334 -0521 

Circle 102 on Reader Service Card 
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BROADCAST INDUSTRY 

Scrappy New Year 
hits broadcasters 
The battles over cigarette commer- 
cials and prime -time limitations 
and operating fees seem concluded 
for the moment -part of the leg- 
acy of 1970. And whatever else 
1971 brings up against radio and 
TV, the broadcasters are already 
in trouble in a number of ways: 

The FCC's renewal policy, de- 
veloped in 1970, was welcomed 
by broadcasters for the clear pref- 
erence it gives at renewal hearings 
to licensees serving public interest 
"substantially rather than mini- 
mally," (BM /E, March 1970, pp 6 
and 12). Now it has been vigor- 
ously attacked in detail, by the 
formidable House Investigations 
Subcommittee report, as contrary 
to legislative requirements and 
anticompetitive. 

The renewal policy (while vul- 
nerable to such criticism) has not 
resulted in automatic renewal for 
many broadcasters, however. Pres- 
sure -group protests -with allega- 
tions ranging from claims that sta- 
tion coverage does not include 
minority -group needs, to demands 
that more minority -group members 
be hired by the stations -have 
held up more than 60 license re- 
newal proceedings in recent 
months. 

And such community action at 
renewal time is being encouraged 
by the FCC. In the Commission's 
mind are these requirements: that 

stations make regular broadcasts 
(perhaps twice a day, two days a 
month) stating the station's obliga- 
tion to serve public needs and ask- 
ing for comments on performance; 
and that stations keep on file for 
public examination all complaints 
they receive of the type considered 
by the Commission. 

Another demand: increasing call 
for public access to the airwaves. 
Community groups and political 
parties are growing more aggres- 
sive in efforts to get their points 
of view and issues before the pub- 
lic -and in the background is 
pressure from the FCC, sitting in 
judgment of station decisions as 
to how much time to allocate to 
whom. 

To counteract these New Year 
woes, broadcasters are turning to 
promoting their own strong points. 
At a recent Broadcasters Promo- 
tion Association gathering an im- 
pressive group of speakers urged 
broadcasters to "let our industry 
spirit shine" through individual 
station promotion, as NAB's Wil- 
lard Walbridge put it. Mike Sha- 
piro, of A. H. Belo Corp., urged 
support of the NAB ad and pro- 
gramming Code as a way of win- 
ning and holding public confi- 
dence. 

The Code may not be able to 
help, however. A former Code of- 
ficial, Warren Braren, is the new 
executive director of the National 
Citizens Committee for Broadcast- 
ing, a revitalized group (BM /E, 
December 1970, p 6) hammering 
at broadcasters' social consciences. 
Braren has called the Code "noth- 
ing more than an industry defense 

William K. Gaylord has been ap- 
pointed CATV marketing and sales 
manager of Anaconda Electronics, 
Anaheim, Calif. . Donald Amell 
is the new chief engineer at WLS(Atvt ) 

Chicago, having been promoted from 
engineering supervisor at WABC AM- 
FM New York ... Telecommunica- 
tions Training Corp., New York, has 
elected Jack R. Poppele to its board 
of directors. He is president of Tele- 
Measurements Inc. and a member of 
the board of directors of Laser Link 
Corp.... J. Everett Kochheiser has 
been appointed general manager of 
Kern Cable Co., Bakersfield, Calif. 

. At WCNW AM -FM Hamilton -Fair- 
field, Ohio, Ron Toller was recently 
appointed general manager ... New 
chairman of the board of Television 
Bureau of Advertising is Terry H. 
Lee of Storer Broadcasting Co., Mi- 
ami Beach, Fla.... Paul D. Deck - 
man has been named manager of the 
new Suburban Cablevision Inc. of 
Culpeper, Va.... Kenneth K. Kaylor 
has been appointed director of sales, 

mechanism designed to cover up 
selfish interests." 

But the battles of 1971 may be 
helped by industry efforts to en- 
hance the image. According to Tel- 
evision Information Office Direc- 
tor Roy Danish, TV is where most 
adults get most of the news -and 
they consider it the most credible 
of the news media. Danish's source 
is a survey by R. H. Bruskin As- 
sociates. Radio also scored high 
on credibility, although lower as 
a source of news. 

Government -BC Study 
The 1971 Broadcasting Industry 
Symposium will spend three days 
finding answers to questions about 
government regulations and rela- 
tionships in the broadcasting in- 
dustry. Planned as a working sym- 
posium under the chairmanship of 
former FCC Commissioner Ken- 
neth Cox, the session will feature 
broadcasting and FCC speakers, as 
well as cable representatives. 
Workshop sessions will cover such 
topics as license renewal and chal- 
lenges, minorities and broadcast- 
ing, legal aspects of news broad- 
casting and basic technological 
threats. 

Sponsored by Educational Com- 
munications, Inc., National Corn- 
munications Club, and Symposium 
Management, Inc., the event takes 
place January 18 -20 at the Wash - 
ington (D.C.) Hilton Hotel. Res- 
ervations at $250 /person (lower 
for multiple or early reservations) 
should be made with Symposium 
Management, Inc., 898 National 
Press Bldg., Wash., D.C. 20004. 

Names in the News 

Kaylor 

Audio -Video Systems Division, Phil- 
ips Broadcast Equipment Corp., 
Montvale, N J WABY(AM) Al- 
bany, N.Y. has named Robert H. 
Badger vice president and general 
manager. Station is owned and op- 
erated by CCA Electronics Corp. .. . 

Manus R. Swords, manager of Sub- 
urban Cablevision Inc. of Bennetts- 
ville, S.C., was recently elected to the 
board of directors of the South Caro- 
lina Cable Television Association .. . 

James G. Babbs, Jr. has been pro- 
moted to vice president and manag- 
ing director of wwBT(Tv), Rich- 
mond, Va.... American Electronics 

Laboratories Inc. (AEL) has ap- 
pointed George L. Rosol manager of 
its Antenna Laboratory ... Dennis 
Dunbar was recently promoted to 
post of chief engineer of WSKG -TV, 
Binghamton, N.Y. . . . 1971 NAB 
Engineering Conference Committee 
chairman is Charles Abel, manager 
of engineering, KFMB -TV, San Diego, 
Other committee members: Ralph F. 
Batt, WGN, Chicago; William J. Clark, 
RKO General, New York; James H. 
Hoke, Southern Broadcasting Co., 
Winston -Salem, N.C.; Leslie S. 
Learned, Mutual Broadcasting Sys- 
tern, New York; James D. Parker, 
CBS Television, New York; Royce 
Pointer, ABC, New York; Lindsey 
G. Riddle, WDSU -TV, New Orleans; 
Leonard A. Spragg, Storer Broadcast- 
ing Co., Miami Beach, Fla.; and Wil- 
liam H. Trevarthen, NBC, New York ... C. K. Perkins has assumed gen- 
eral management of all CATV activ -, 
ities of Kaiser Aerospace & El9e 
tronics Corp. in Phoenix. He is y 
president of the Electronics Divi' 

6 January, 
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COLOR MONITORING FOR UNDER $400 
...AND THE QUALITY SPEAKS FOR ITSELF! 

Listen to what Otto Claus, Chief Engineer,WBAL -TV, Baltimore, says about 
general purpose monitoring with RCA'S low -cost commercial color receiver: 

r 

"Our only 
regret is that 

these units 
were not 
available 
sooner" 

"Every one 
of our 17 units 

has operated perfectly 
from original 

turn on." 

o 

Broadcast Engineers all over the country are raving about this special model. 

Unlike color sets intended for home use, this receiver is equipped to accept RF 

without the need for costly adaptors. or bridged direct video and audio line feed 

For under $400, you get every non- 

critical monitoring function you can 

ask for - picture, sound, live or tape, 

color or monochrome. It's especially 
suitable for monitoring needs back- 
stage, for the band, for the audience, 
and similar applications. 

For complete details, send the cou- 

pon. We'll show you cold cash reasons 

why RCA's commercial color TV is 

your best answer. 

RC,' 

"The quality 
of reroduction 

of these 
receivers...i s mcre 
than adequate 

for all butthe most 
exacting monitor n9 

functions" 

r RCA Service Company 43-1 
A Division of RCA 
Commercial Products Sales, Bldg. 203.3 
Camden, N. J. 08101 

Please furnish further information atout 
RCA commercial color sets for broadcast 
monitoring purposes. 

Name 

Title 

Station Phone 

Address 

City 

Commercial State Zip 

Products 
Circle 103 on Reader Service Card 
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CONTENIR X 
LOG 

AES Fall Meet 
Highlight: Video on a disc ... quad stereo ... how recording 
studios work ... electronic music ... broadcast audio systems. 

AUDIO ENGINEERS GATHERED at the 
New Yorker Hotel October 12- 
15 for the 39th Convention of the 
Audio Engineering Society. Despite 
a generally soft economy, 65 ex- 
hibitors showed their wares to the 
just under 3000 persons attending 
the show. 

Perhaps the hottest demonstra- 
tion-to a standing- room -only 
crowd -was the Teldec Video Disc 
developed by a group from British 
Decca and Telefunken. The AES 
demo was first in the U.S. Like 
videotape, the disc uses an FM car- 
rier, in the region of 3 -4 MHz. 
Video and audio are impressed on 
that carrier, which then drives a 
cutterhead. The recording medium 
is a sheet of PVC plastic foil riding 
on an air cushion. The disc turns 
at 1500 rev /min, and 3000 -3500 
lines per inch are cut at constant 
amplitude. Tracking is no problem 
-the playback transducer uses 
belt drive. Sound is carried in 
blanking intervals, by pulse -dura- 
tion modulation. 

Video bandwidth was given as 
3 MHz, and the black- and -wh'te 
picture quality was very good. 
While sound seemed to lack high - 
frequency response, that may have 
been a deficiency of the demo ma- 
terial presented. Teldec personnel 
were close- mouthed about the in- 
ner workings of the system, but 
said color was on the way. The 
playback system furnishes modu- 
lated rf to the receiver antenna ter- 
minals. 

Quad stereo a hit 

Another standing -room -only ses- 
sion was the four -channel presenta- 
tion. Peter Tappan of Bolt Beranek 
and Newman explained a system 
for combining four channels into 
two for conventional processing on 
tape, disc, or FM. Peter Scheiber 
explained more about the newest 
version of his system for doing sub- 
stantially the same thing. John Ear - 
gle of Mercury Records said many 
two- and three -channel master 
tapes can be reprocessed into the 

8 

four -channel format. John Woram 
of RCA Records described studio 
experiments in four -channel mike 
placement. John Chowning of 
Stanford University told how he 
used a computer to simulate mov- 
ing sound sources in a four -chan- 
nel system. 

Up in the exhibit area Electro- 
Voice demonstrated a matrixing 
system which puts four channels 
into two. And JVC America dis- 
played its compatible quad disc 
system. The sum signal (A +B) for 
each pair of stereo channels is fre- 
quency- modulated in the low -fre- 
quency range, while the difference 
(A -B) signal is phase- modulated 
in the high- frequency range. 

Recording studio techniques 

More than 600 persons jammed 
into a hall to hear a panel of engi- 
neers and producers discuss the 
ways and means of recording clas- 
sical and rock music today. John 
Woram of RCA Records demon- 
strated a 16 -track tape recorder 
and an 8 -track mixdown console. 
Rock producer Steve Schwartz ex- 
plained why he prefers taping each 
instrument on a separate track, 
then mixing later. Classical pro- 
ducer Max Wilcox took the other 
point of view, preferring to record 
directly into two- track. David 
Greene of A &R Recording and 
Jack Richardson of Nimbus 9 
joined the discussion with their 
views about getting sound on tape 
and processing it for subsequent 
disc release. During the demonstra- 
tion, a multitrack recorded tape 
was mixed into four and two chan- 
nels, and a live guitarist added one 
track. An outstanding feature of 
the evening was CCTV coverage in 
the hall, so the audience could sec 
engineers Woram and Bill Wind- 
sor (D.B. Audio Corp.) running the 
tapes and mixing at the console. 

Broadcasting session 

Emil Torick of CBS Labora- 

tories surveyed the field of audio 
signal processing, and gave recom- 
mendations on where and how to 
use limiters, compressors, loudness 
controls and presence equalizers. 
Leonard Feldman of SCA Services 
Co. reviewed the various proposals 
for broadcasting quad sound on 
FM. New console designs were dis- 
cussed by John Gable Jr. of ABC 
and W. F. Hanway of RCA. J. A. 
Wissner of RCA presented results 
of his research on crosstalk in 
printed circuits, twisted pair, and 
shielded cable. Conclusions: PC 
tracks have worst crosstalk; twisted 
pair next; shielded cable is best. 
Finally, William Brandt of Altec 
Lansing showed a light -line audio 
level indicator for monitoring and 
gain riding. 

Goodies on display 

Dolby Laboratories showed its 
new B -Type S/N stretcher, along 
with the A -Type version, and Dol- 
byized cassette decks from Advent, 
Fisher, Harman -Kardon, Vivitar 
and Kellar. 

Shure premiered an Audio Con- 
trol Center, and Scully demon- 
strated a cartridge system using ni- 
trogen as power. The Institute of 
Audio Research held mini- class- 
room sessions abstracted from full - 
term courses on audio engineering 
subjects. 

Multitrack consoles abounded, 
from such firms as Automated 
Processes, Electrodyne Corp., 
Fairchild Sound Equipment Corp., 
Daniel N. Flickinger & Associates, 
Gately, Olive Electro Dynamics, 
Philips Broadcast Equipment 
Corp., Quad- Eight, RCA. 

Nagra showed a new subminia- 
ture battery portable tape recorder, 
Model SN, which uses 150 -mil cas- 
sette width tape in a reel -to -reel 
format. It includes a tiny volume 
level meter and runs on two AA 
size batteries. 

Ampex displayed the new MM- 
1000 Auditec sync system which 
allows linking up to six audio or 
video recorders. Allison Research 
demonstrated its Kepex keyable 
program expander. Crown Interna- 
tional had a new Model IMA inter - 
modulation distortion analyzer. 

An entire session was devoted to 
composing and playing electronic 
music. Six new instruments were 
introduced, including Robert 
Moog's mini -moog, Ionic Indus- 
tries' Putney, the Arp Synthesizer 
from Tonus, Inc., the Electro 
Comp from Electronic Music Lab- 
oratories, and a low -cost synthe- 
sizer from Ohio University. BM /E 

N 
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You learn a lot while spending five 
years and several hundred thousand 
dollars in a research and development 
program. And, when you tell your 
story, wise people listen. 

DYNAIR has included a wealth of 
original information about demodula- 
tors in an 8 -page paper called "Facts 
About Television Demodulators." We 

think that you will find it very infor- 
mative, particularly if you are planning 
a system which involves the pickup of 
off -the -air signals. 

At first thought, it would appear to 
be a relatively basic design task to en- 
gineer a demodulator. Logically, it is 
often related to the tuner, IF and 
detector portions of a standard tele- 
vision receiver. However, it is one 
thing to design a demodulator which is 
acceptable for driving an ordinary 
viewing monitor and entirely another 
thing to design a demodulator which 
will be acceptable for testing purposes 
or for the regeneration of broadcast 
quality television signals. The demodu- 
lator portion of even the most sophis- 
ticated commercial television receiver 

January, 1971 -BM /E 

If you're wise, 
you won't purchase 

a demodulator 
until you read 

this free paper. 

would prove highly inadequate for 
applications such as those mentioned 
earlier in terms of sensitivity, stability 
and the amount of distortion intro- 
duced in the process of demodulation. 

Until recently, the only available 
demodulators were of vacuum -tube 
vintage. These were designed years ago 
for monochrome applications; however, 
the complex NTSC color signal and its 
critical phase relationships require a 
much more sophisticated approach. 

DYNAIR has been involved in a 
continuous research and development 
program on the color demodulator 
problem. After experimenting at great 
length with virtually every known ap- 
proach to demodulation, a design was 
arrived at which contains many new 
and unique circuits, particularly in the 
areas of trapping, the control of enve- 
lope delay and other distortions and 
signal restoration. The design is now a 
product and, at this writing, a large 
quantity of the units are in the field, 
performing to industry standards. 

The paper we are offering describes 
many of the problems we encountered 

in designing the first quality solid -state 
color demodulator. The produci Eti also 
briefly described, along with the many 
problems it will solve for the cable sys- 
tems and broadcast engineer. 

Shouldn't you add it to your infor- 
mation file? 

It's yours for the asking. 

DYNAIR ELECTRONICS, INC. 
6360 Federal Blvd. San Diego, C3Jif. 
ZIP 92114 Phone (714) 582 -9'11 

Please send me a free copy of Fscts 
About Television Demodulators." 

NAME 

TITLE 

COMPANY 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

STATE- ZIP NO 
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INTERPRETING THE 
& 

REGULATIONS 

The FCC's New Fees 

After being in effect for several months the 
Federal Communication Commission's new fee 
schedule has resulted not only in substantial fees 
on all broadcasters and CATV operators, but 
also in many questions as to the new rules' ap- 
plicability in certain situations. 

Background 

The Commission first adopted a schedule of 
fees in 1963. Delegation to the Commission of 
legislative power to impose fees was held con- 
stitutional in 1964.* 

The only unresolved question regarding the 
Commission's authority to require fees is whether 
the new fee schedule is arbitrary or exceeds the 
Commission's authority under the empowering 
statute, the Independent Authorization Act of 
1952. However, it is doubtful that a challenge 
to the legality of the fees would be successful. 

The first Commission fee schedule produced 
revenues of about 25% of the FCC's annual 
budget. The new fee schedule, however, "reflects 
estimated fee revenues which generally approxi- 
mate our budgetary request for fiscal year 
1971...." The fees are expected to bring in nearly 
$25,000,000 -the total FCC budget for fiscal 
1971. 

The FCC described the rationale behind the 
new schedule as giving recognition to the "value 
to the recipient" of the privileges granted, "as 
well as the public interest served and the direct 
and indirect cost to the Government." This 
rationale has resulted in (1) fees for CATV sys- 
tems; (2) separate fees for the grant of broadcast 
CPs; (3) fees for filing and approval of assign- 
ments or transfers of control; and (4) annual 
license fees for all broadcasters. 

Broadcast fees 

Annual License Fee. With the adoption of its 
1963 Fee Schedule, the Commission required all 
license renewal applicants to file a nominal filing 
fee with the renewal application. This filing fee 
has now been abolished. 

Instead each broadcast licensee is required 

`Aeronautical Radio, et al. v. FCC, 2 RR 2d 2073 (1964). 

to pay an Annual License Fee. This yearly fee is 
based on the station's rate card. For AM and FM 
stations it equals 24 times the highest one -minute 
rate. If the station's highest priced one -minute 
commercial announcement is $100, then the yearly 
license fee would be $2400. For television sta- 
tions the annual license fee equals 12 times its 
highest 30- second spot rate. A television station 
with a top -priced spot of $1000 would pay 
$12,000. 

In place of the abolished "license renewal" 
filing fee, therefore, will be total annual license 
fees of three times the above figures over a regu- 
lar renewal period. 

Annual operating fees for broadcast stations 
are now payable on the anniversary date of the 
expiration of the license. If your station's license 
was issued on February 1st of a given year, your 
annual fee will be due each February 1st. During 
the first year under the new fee schedule, the fee 
is to be prorated over the number of full months 
of operation beginning on August 1, 1970, until 
the next payment date. If your total annual oper- 
ating fee is $1200, and the next anniversary date 
of your license is February 1, 1971, you would 
have to pay $600 for the six -month period of 
operation between August 1, 1970 and February 
1, 1971. 

Licensees are required to file with the Com- 
mission a copy of their rate card in effect on 
the preceding June 1. The rate card must be filed 
yearly, at the time the annual operating fee is 
payable. 

There are certain minimums to the Annual 
License Fees which must be paid. For AM and 
FM stations the Annual License Fee must not be 
less than $52, regardless of the "highest one - 
minute rate." For television stations, the minimum 
fee is $144.00. 

What about Annual License Fees for joint 
AM -FM operations, where a substantial amount 
of programming is duplicated? Joint AM -FM 
operation annual fees are 24 times the highest 
one -minute JOINT rate. The FCC does not pro- 
pose that any allocation be made between the 
AM and FM stations. Similar provisions apply 
to satellite television stations. 

Assignments and Transfers. All applications for 
assignments and transfers (FCC Form 314 and 
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Tektronix, Inc. 
committed to progress in waveform measu 

stable 
accurate 
compact 

new TV signal generator 

GNAT GENERATOR 

API 

A choice of rackmount or cabinet mechani- 
cal configuration, compact size and low 
power consumption (40 watts) make the 
140 NTSC TEST SIGNAL GENERATOR 
ideal for either control room operation, 
bench testing or field operation. 

For a demonstration call your local Tek- 
tronix field engineer or write: Tektronix, 
Inc., P. O. Box 500, Beaverton, Oregon 
97005 
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use it: on your bench 
in studio or control room 
in remote field operation 

111 The Type 140 NTSC TEST SIGNAL GENERATOR is a 

compact, solid -state source of high -quality felevisior test 
signals for 525 -line, 60 -cycle field NTSC color TV systems. 
Combined in one compact unit are: NTSC ENC 'DED 
COLOR BARS with 75% and 100% amplitude, full -field or 
split -field bars at 10 %, 71/4%, or 0% setup level. II MODU- 
LATED STAIRCASE with variable APL, 10% to 90% andl fixed 
APL, 50 %. The staircase contains 5 steps plus blanking 
level with subcarrier phase locked to burst. When variable 
APL mode is selected, an additional component consisting 
of subcarrier, phased to lead burst by 90 °, may be added 
to the low- frequency lines either as a constant 30 -mv am- 
plitude signal or amplitude modulated to constant 
305 -mV and 610 -mV amplitudes. This new signal cap ability 
provides a means to check luminance signal distortion caused 
by rectification of the subcarrier signal. CONVERGENCE 
CROSSHATCH for picture monitor linearity evaluation n ac- 
cord with IEEE standard IEEE 202 and color picture monitor 
convergence adjustment. VERTICAL INTERVAL TEST SIG- 
NALS, staircase or color bars can be applied to line 15 through 
21 of either or both fields. EIA COLOR STANDARE AND 
SYNC GENERATOR with a temperature controlled color stand- 
ard providing excellent frequency stability. Digital integrated 
circuits are extensively used to achieve stability, accJracy, 
and reliability. Outputs are subcarrier frequency, corn osite 
sync and blanking, vertical and horizontal drive, burst, com- 
posite video and the convergence pattern signal. 

140 NTSC Test Signal Generator $1800 
R140 NTSC Test Signal Generator (includes mounting hardware) . $1800 

U.S. Sales Prices FOB Beaverton, Oregon 
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315) now require an initial application fee of 
$1000 -plus an additional grant fee to be paid 
after the transaction is consummated. This fee 
will equal two percent (2 %) of the total consider- 
ation paid. A sale price of $500,000 would result 
in a $10,000 fee upon consummation. 

Obviously, many problems will arise in the 
area relating to grant fees. Many station sales 
contracts make provisions for services rendered, 
promises not to compete and the like. To estab- 
lish an exact dollar value for such provision will 
be difficult; yet the Commission will make the 
attempt. 

With these substantial new grant fees, sellers 
and buyers of broadcast facilities should consult 
legal counsel early during negotiations. Critical 
terms of a sales contract can result in substantial 
savings on fees. 

Who is responsible for paying the grant fee 
of 2% to the FCC? The Commission has de- 
clared that the financial burden of the fee may 
be allocated between the parties by contract; 
however, the assignee /transferee is liable to the 
Commission for payment. 

What would the grant fee be in a situation 
where an assignment or transfer is made by gift? 
This is a question that has yet to be answered by 
the Commission. Normally, in a gift situation, no 
money or other consideration is involved. Just 
how the Commission intends to levy a grant fee 
under these circumstances remains to be seen. 

Construction Permits. The new FCC Fee Sched- 
ule provides for an enormous "jump" in fees. For 
example, construction permits for new facilities 
now consist of a filing fee and a grant fee. The 
filing fee is to he paid when an FCC Form 301 
is submitted to the Commission; the grant fee is 
to be paid within 45 days after the Commission 
authorizes construction. The new fees are scaled 
for (1) vhf and uhf television stations in the Top 
50 Markets, (2) vhf and uhf television stations 
in the Next 50 Markets, and (3) vhf and uhf 
television stations in the remainder of the tele- 
vision markets. Similarly, rates are scaled for 
Class A, and Class B and C FM stations, as well 
as for daytime and unlimited -time AM stations, 
according to power. Filing fees plus grant fees 
range from a total of $50.000 for a vhf television 
station in the Top 50 Markets to total fees of 
$250 for a 250 -W AM daytimer. 

If a construcion permit for a standard broad- 
cast station is filed requesting a different -power 
for day and night operation, the applicable fee 
will he for the hiehest power reauected. For ex- 
ample. if the application reouests 250 W night- 
time and 1 kW daytime, the fee for the 1 kW 
operation would be assessed. 

Other Applications. All other applications (that 
is, for modifications, other than major changes 
in facilities and other general applications) will 
require a filing fee of $50 -an increase of $20 j over the old fee. Applications for "short form" 
(FCC Form 316) assignments or transfers require 
a filing fee of $250.00; there is no grant fee. An 
application to replace an expired construction 
permit (FCC Form 316) requires a single filing 
fee of $500.00. Applications for a change of call 

Continued on page 37 
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Get "in" gear 

Titling Generators, like the TCG -225, handle 
news flash and titling needs with one or two 
lines of twenty -five characters each -one 
line horizontal crawl. 

Want to know about the latest in sophisticated 
terminal equipment? 
Talk to TeleMation! 

Or talk to any of literally thousands of smart 
satisfied users of TeleMation products whc: 

know our equipment has achieved a standard 
of excellence in quality, flexibility and 
reliability that others are hard -pressed to meet. 

For the finest in gear, 
TALK TO TELEMATION. 

TeleMation's new, solid -state audio control 
unit, the TAM -105, is the industry's most 
compact and versatile unit with five micro- 
phone mixers, thirteen inputs, separate 
cuing facilities and other features found only 
in larger, higher -priced production units. 

T M 

BROADCAST SALES 

3941 East Bayshore 
Palo Alto, Calif. 94303 
(415) 969 -9260 

50 East 42nd Street 
Suite 2301 
New York, N.Y. 10017 
(212) 687 -0370 

BRANCH OFFICES: ALBUQUERQUE ATLANTA BOSTON CHICAGO DALLAS DENVER HOUSTON INDIANAPOLIS LAS VEGAS LITTLE ROCK NEW YORK 
NORWALK MILWAUKEE PALO ALTO PASADENA PHOENIX SAN DIEGO SALT LAKE CITY ST. LOUIS TULSA WASHINGTON RIO DE JANEIRO SAO PAULO 
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Covering Local News 
Entertainment is fine, but perhaps the strongest commitment a station 
can make to its audience is good coverage of local news. In these 
pages you'll find tips on gathering and handling news in your com- 
munity. 

Getting Radio News in the Field 
Television news must struggle with a four- or five -man film crew, or an even larger 
video remote unit. But a single radio newsman can get to a news scene in a hurry. 
There he can do a live report or feed an actuality tape to the studio within minutes. 
Mobility is the key -mobility made possible by today's compact, portable field gear. 

Popular with newsmen, the Sony 110 Cassette- Corder contains 
an inbuilt electret microphone, is also supplied with an ex- 
ternal, remote -control cardioid dynamic mike. Still, a broad- 
cast- quality dynamic seems favored by newsmen and engineers, 
for better sound. Sony 110 has ac facilities, and a nickel - 
cadmium battery pack is also available. 

t 
Nagra's Model IV -L is a familiar sight at press conferences 
where engineers assist newsmen. Among the features of this 
industry workhorse: Precision speed control, switchable ALC, 
two mike preamps. Reel size is 5 in. wit!, case cover closed, 
7 in. open. Approximate price of a 71/2 -in. non -sync mono 
version is $1300. 

WHILE NETWORKS KEEP listeners informed about 
international and national events, local news is 
a strong audience -grabber for any radio station. 
Reading copy which summarizes an event is fine 
for brevity, but what makes a newscast come alive 
is that on- the -scene report, interview, or actuality 
tape. 

To find out how radio news is gathered today, 
BM /E talked with engineers and newsmen at sev- 
eral New York radio stations. All -news wcBS(AM) 
and WINS(AM) cat up a lot of news material every 
day. Both broadcast 24 hours live, and their opera- 
tions are similar. 

Chief engineer Mort Goldberg of wcBS has 
equipped his newsmen with Norelco 150 Carry - 
Corder cassette machines. Some use the Norelco- 
supplied mike, while others use Shure 35A cardi- 
oid dynamics. At WINS, chief engineer Bruce Ratts 
reports his men have Sony 100 or 110 cassette re- 
corders and Electro-Voice 654A dynamic mikes. 
(Other suitable dynamics in the $50 -$60 price 
range: AKG D -190E, RCA HK -111, EV RE- 
635A.) 

The consensus seems that a nontechnical news- 
man needs a simple, foolproof tape machine which 
is small and lightweight. Probably ALC (automa- 
tic level control) should be included, so the news- 
man doesn't have to ride gain. And you get better 
frequency response by using a broadcast- quality 
dynamic mike with the recorder. We found that 
opinion shared by Bill Gilmore of ABC Radio, 
Giff Campbell of woR(AM), Bob Kanner of 
WMCA(AM) and Tom Whitmore of WBAI(FM). 

For scheduled news events NBC's Sammie Aed 
sends along an engineer equipped with a Nagra 
IV (Wens and WOR do the same.) While reel -to- 
reel portables in this class (see photos) cost much 
more than a cassette machine, you get a much 
cleaner sound. So clean, in fact, that WNEW(AM) 
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newsmen themselves use Nagras, says news direc- 
tor Mike Stein. 

Getting it on the air 

All right -you've got a man on the scene. 
What does he do now? 

If immediacy is paramount, use a mobile unit 
with remote pickup two -way radio and go live. In 
the canyons of Manhattan, that means 450 -MHz 
gear, which is practically universal. WINS has six 
mobile cruisers, each equipped with a 70 -watt Mo- 
torola unit. Four cars have automatic relays, so 
the newsman can step away from the car with a 
1 -watt handie -talkie. Near the base station in mid- 
town Manhattan, the 1 -watt units can work direct. 

WCBS has three mobile units with GE 35 -watt 
stations. Newsmen there also use 1 -watt handie- 
talkies (on 450 MHz) which are repeated through 
the cars. NBC Radio has two cruisers equipped 
with RCA two -way gear. WNEW and WOR also 
use 450 MHz for their mobile cruisers. And that 
frequency is used by the WCBS and WOR helicop- 
ters. (Remote -pickup gear is also available from 
Marti and Moseley.) 

Some operations seldom do live reports. ABC 
Radio feeds four newscasts per hour to its four 
networks, and Mutual does two five -minute feeds 
per hour. ABC has but a single mobile cruiser, and 
Mutual has none, in New York. Their newscasts 
are preassembled from copy and field tapes. 

ABC Radio's system is fairly typical, and is 
also used by WCBS and WINS. The field newsman 
can carry in an actuality tape, or can feed it 
through an induction coil into a standard telephone 
receiver. In either case, the raw cassette is dubbed 
to a standard studio reel -to -reel machine for edit- 
ing. Once the cut is finished, it's dubbed to a 
broadcast cartridge. At WINS, the only tape gear 
in the twin air -control rooms is cartridge type. 
Similar situations prevail at ABC Radio and WCBS. 
NBC Radio tries to avoid the R -R stage, dubbing 
directly to cartridge. 

It's essential that a newsman be able to feed 
a story into the editor promptly. WINS maintains 
five unlisted lines for that purpose. The other sta- 
tions have similar arrangements. BM /E 

Battery Portable 
Audio Cassette Recorders 

Make ALC 
Allied 1150 YES 
Ampex Micro -14 YES 
Craig 2603 YES 
Lafayette RK -100 YES 
Norelco 150 

Circle No. 
Approx. on Reader 

Price Service Card 
$75 301 

80 302 
54 303 
55 304 

Carry- Corder NO 50 305 
Panasonic RQ208S NO 70 306 
Sony 110 YES 75 307 
Wollensak 4500 YES 80 308 
All are half -talk mono, using the standard Philips 60- minute 
cassette. Most also work on 117 Vac with an adaptor. Fre- 
quency response is generally within a few decibels from 
100 Hz to 8 or 10 kHz. Note: Wollensak model requires 
accessory nickel- cadmium battery pack for portability. 

A compact shoulder -strap cassette recorder, Craig's Model 
2603 uses five C cells or a detachable ac power cord. Re- 
chargeable battery pack is also available. Tape motion is 
done with the T- control at top. A miniature external speaker 
is furnished. 

Available in mono or stereo versions, the Stellavox SP -7 has 
four speeds: 15, 71/2, 33/4, and I7 /8 in. /s. Reel size is 5 in. with 
cover closed, up fa 101/2 in. with cover off and using adaptor. 
Close speed con +rol, balanced mike input, wide frequency 
response are other features. Cost of mono non -sync model 
is approximately $1500. 

Newest portable from Nagra is Model SN, which uses special 
2.68 -in. reels of 0.15 -in. (cassette -type) tape. Palm -sized re- 
corder has frequency response of 80- 15,000 Hz within 2 dB, 
tape speeds of 33/4, 17 /g, and 15/16 in. /s. Recording time at 
33/4 is 27 min. Power supply is two AA cells. Approximate 
price is $1100. 
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Edit Actuality Tapes Fast 
By Herbert Greenberg 

Today's fast -paced radio news gobbles up actuality voice tapes like a hungry tiger. 
Here's how you can speed up editing those raw tapes from field reporters, and keep 
that tiger well fed. 

PREPARING NEWS INSERT CARTRIDGES for air use 
usually means dubbing from reel or cassette, ex- 
cept when using experienced personnel familiar 
with "count- down" or "mark" systems for "voic- 
ers" or "wrap -arounds." Actuality tapes recorded 
from beepers or interviews often need cleaning up 
at the beginning or end, before using on the air. 
You can eliminate undesired material by physi- 
cally cutting the tape and splicing blank tape or 
leader. A faster method is to use a small magnet, 
wiping the undesired material away from the 
editing mark. You have to pull the tape away from 
the heads, though, to prevent unwanted magnet- 
ization. 

If you're using a three -head professional trans- 
port (such as Ampex or Scully studio models), 
you can use the erase head instead of a separate 
magnet. First make an edit mark on the tape, at 
the center of the playback head, which is at your 
right as you face the transport (fig. 1). Remove the 
tape from between the capstan and the pinch 
roller, to prevent tape motion. Then move the 
edit mark section of tape to the left, to the center 
of the erase head. 

Push the "run" or "play" button; the tape 
shouldn't move, but if it does, help the brakes by 
holding the takeup reel in place. Center the edit 
mark in front of the erase head, press the "record" 
button, and move the section of tape toward the 
supply reel. You will erase any garbage ahead of 
the desired material, thus cleaning up the start 

Herbert Greenberg is an engineer with all -news WINS 
(AM), New York City. 

FROM 
SUPPLY 
REEL 

ERASE RECORD 

NORMAL TAPE PATH 

TO 
TAKEUP 
REEL 

CAPSTAN 

Fig. I. Heart of technique is to put the tape machine in the 
"record" mode while preventing normal tape motion. Thus 
remove tape from between pinch roller and capstan. You may 
also have to hold fhe takeup reel with your right hand to im- 
mobilize the tape. Then use your left hand to pull the tape 
across the erase head and wipe away the material you want to 
lose. And with your third hand ... 

of the voice tape. 
To clean up the tail of the tape, use a similar 

technique, but with one important difference. 
Not only must you move the tape in the opposite 
direction, or toward the takeup reel, you must 
also keep the tape away from the record head 
(in the middle) to prevent loss of recorded ma- 
terial due to bias voltage. On the Scully machine, 
a lever in front of the record head can be used 
as a separator. On other machines, such as 
Ampex, insert a nonmetallic pencil between the 
record head and the tape. 

Treat tape gently 

Other tips: Keep a sharp razor blade handy; 
keep tape heads clean; stretch the tape before 
removing it from the edit block; discard the air - 
dried portion of editing tape if a dispenser is 
used; and don't handle tape ends to be spliced. 

Finally, if you wish tape to run backward, 
to identify "tails -out" material, or to time a pro- 
gram without rewinding after coming to the end, 
just wind as shown in fig. 2, using the "play" 
mode. If you're timing, use double speed and 
multiply the timing by two. 

When a piece of tape is to be aired, think of 
it as a machined part. It should have no burrs 
and no scratches; it should have precise quality 
and dimensions. That is, the audio levels should 
always be similar to prevent noticeable changes 
or even loss of a few words due to low -level starts. 

Keep your standards high and the air sound 
will reflect it. BM /E 

SUPPLY 
REEL 

TAKEUP 
REEL 

ERASE 

CAPSTAN 

Fig. 2. Looks impossible, doesn't in This gimmick works be- 
cause tape motion is controlled chiefly by the capstan and 
pinch roller, while tension is supplied to both takeup and 
supply reels by brakes, on professional studio -type machines 
such as Ampex and Scully. Just reverse thread the tape around 
the capstan and pinch roller, then put the machine in the 
"play" mode. Then firne your actuality tape while rewinding. 
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Free Weather Reports 
By Jack B. Thornton 

Regular aviation weathercasts can be heard on low- frequency and vhf bands -an excel- 
lent source of reliable meteorological information for broadcast stations. 

You CAN EXPAND your station's weather reporting 
at low cost by taking advantage of services offered 
by ESSA (Environmental Science Services Admin- 
istration) and FAA (Federal Aviation Administra- 
tion). Temperature and forecasts in every area 
of the U.S. are given in greater detail than on the 
usual newswire. Weathercasts may be monitored 
for data, or taped for broadcast. The most wide- 
spread services are aviation -oriented, but contain 
valuable general information. There are three 
basic services: 

Transcribed weather broadcasts: TWEB con- 
tinuously repeats weather synopses, surface tem- 
peratures, aviation forecasts, and special warnings 
for cities within a 250 -mile radius of the station. 
More than 100 stations are located in nearly all 
states and the District of Columbia and Puerto 
Rico. Transmissions are AM in the low- frequency 
band of 200 -400 kHz, and can be received within 
50 -100 miles of the transmitter. 

For the location and frequency of the station 
nearest you, write a Weather Bureau Regional. 
(See box.) If you want to tape and broadcast the 
TWEB, ask for Form WB657 -6, with which you 
must apply for such permission. 

Scheduled aviation broadcasts are given at 
15 minutes after the hour -as the workload per - 
mits-by FAA Flight Service Stations. Most 
transmissions are AM in the 108 -110 MHz avia- 
tion band. Rebroadcasting generally isn't prac- 
tical, but much useful information is furnished. 
For frequencies and schedules, call your local 
airport, or the nearest one with an FAA station. 
(You should be aware of this office anyway; FCC 
rules require you to notify it whenever your tower 
lights fail.) You can also get information from 
FAA headquarters at the Department of Trans- 
portation, Washington, D.C. 20590. 

ESSA VHF -FM Radio Weather is the newest 
service and has the greatest potential for broad- 
casters. The present limitation is that there are 
only 20 stations. Write a regional Weather Bureau 
office for the location of the nearest. 

ESSA continuous transmissions include not 
only weather, but matters of safety and recrea- 
tional interest, such as river conditions, snow 
warnings, marine outlooks, and surfing conditions. 
Transmissions are FM at 162.55 or 162.45 MHz. 

TWEB and ESSA services may be rebroadcast 
adjacent to a commercial under certain conditions, 
which will be outlined by the Weather Bureau. 

For the low- frequency 200 -400 kHz weather - 
casts, you have several options. Multi -band re- 
ceivers -some of which will cover the vhf broad- 

Jack B. Thornton is chief engineer of KBND (AM), Bend, 
Oregon. 
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Regional Weather Bureau Offices 
585 Stewart Ave. 
Garden City, N.Y. 11530 
819 Taylor Street, Room 10E09 
Fort Worth, Texas 76102 
Room 1836, 601 E. 12th Street 
Kansas City, Mo. 64106 

Box 11188, Federal Building 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 

632 Sixth Ave. 
Anchorage, Alaska 99501 

P.O. Box 3650 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96811 

casts as well -are stocked by major suppliers 
such as Allied Radio, Lafayette Radio Electron- 
ics, and Burstein -Applebee. You might also check 
local distributors. 

Electronics surplus houses stock old military 
receivers. For example, get a BC -453 from: 

C & G Radio Supply Co. 
77B Leonard St. 
New York, N.Y. 10013 

The R -111 receiver is available from: 
J. J. Glass Electronics 
1624 So. Main St. 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90015 

Two other sources of such receivers: 
Fair Radio Sales 
P.O. Box 1105 
Lima, Ohio 45802 
Columbia Electronics Sales 
4365 West Pico Blvd. 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90019 

The third option is to convert a standard AM 
receiver. The typical model has a 180 -pF oscillator 
capacitor and a 365 -pF converter capacitor. To 
pad the tuning range down, first install a 10 -120 
pF variable capacitor across the existing oscillator 
capacitor, which is the section with the fewer 
number of plates. 

Next install a 10 -120 pF trimmer across the 
converter capacitor. Additionally, install a fixed 
capacitor across the same terminals in the follow- 
ing value: 

350 -500 kHz: 300 pF 
295 -350 kHz: 680 pF 
220 -295 kHz: 1500 pF (mixer) 

100 pF (oscillator) 
Below 220 kHz: 2700 pF (mixer) 

200 pF (oscillator) 
A number of multi -band receivers from parts 

houses and distributors cover the 108 -MHz avia- 
tion band. The 162 MHz transmissions can be 
heard on many police -band receivers. BM /E 
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Live Color From a 'Copter: 
How to be No. 1 in TV News 

Unique in its field, the KTLA Telecopter gets a live video feed from a news event within 
minutes, while film crews take hours. The airborne color camera puts KTLA first in news 
coverage for Angelenos. 

HLLo oP'I LRS ARE WIDELY USEZ) by radio broad- 
casters for traffic reports. But probably the only 
permanent news helicopter used by a TV station 
is the Telecopter at KTLA(TV) Los Angeles. It 

Telecopter checks freeway traffic enroufe to a story. Left 
outboard ball contairs antenna. Camera's in rdght -hand ball. 

18 

Cameraman -engineer Harold Morby remote -controls the Nor- 
elco IPCP -90- Mlinicam from the right rear of the Telecopter 
cabin. 

furnishes live color TV (not film) coverage of 
nearly any news event or disaster, from a freeway 
accident to a forest fire. 

In sprawling Los Angeles, getting a film crew 
to an accident scene can take an hour or more via 
traffic -clogged freeways. The Telecopter makes 
it to most stories in 10 -15 minutes, and if de- 
sired, goes on the air with a live picture. This 
capability gives KTLA'S two daily hour -long news 
shows a competitive edge in a 12- station market 
which includes three network O &Os. 

A customized unit 

The Telecopter is a Bell 206A Jet Ranger 
capable of 110 miles /hr. It has been modified by 
the addition of two outboard balls (see photo). 
The larger ball contains a Norelco PCP -90 Mini - 
cam, mounted on a Wesscam gyro-stabilized 
platform made by Canadian Westinghouse. The 
assembly was modified and customized by KTLA 
Chief Engineer John Silva and Canadian Westing- 
house for the PCP -90. The result is that rotor 
vibrations are cancelled and the picture is steady, 
even on long closeups. 

The smaller ball contains a microwave antenna 
assembly with automatic tracking. The operator 
doesn't have to steer the antenna, and the picture 
gets back to KTLA regardless of which way the 
Telecopter is flying. 

Inside the cabin, engineer- cameraman Harold 
Morby sits at the remote controls of the PCP -90. 
He controls pan, tilt, focus, iris and zoom. Fifty - 
four camera control adjustments can be handled 
by him or by the video operator via remote control 
from KTLA master control. 

In the front of the craft, pilot- announcer Larry 
Scheer maneuvers the Telecopter to the site and 
does commentary, while simultaneously monitor- 
ing vhf radio and keeping in touch with airport 
control towers. 

A color monitor is visible to both men, and 
engineer Morby has an additional, closer, B &W 
monitor. 

Video and audio output from the Telecopter 
go to the Mt. Wilson transmitter location of KTLA, 
thence down to the studios on Sunset Boulevard. 
Additionally, the Telecopter can receive picture 
and sound from a ground mobile unit and re- 
transmit them to master control. This allows the 
ground unit to cover a story beyond line -of -sight 
distance to the transmitter site, or while in motion. 

The Telecopter is often used to establish the 
location of a news event. The story may open with 
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a wide shot of the entire Los Angeles basin. Then 
Morby zooms in to a closeup of the accident scene. 
Then perhaps the ground unit takes over. But 
often the Telecopter swoops in and lands at the 
scene. Leaving power on, Scheer hops out and 
does an interview. 

The Telecopter crew is on 24 -hour call, under 
control of the KTLA news director. Several times 
the networks have taken Telecopter feeds, with 
appropriate credit to KTLA. Particularly outstand- 
ing was the Telecopter coverage of the 1965 Watts 
Riot, for which KTLA won a Peabody Award. 
Other notable coverage: Baldwin Hills dam break; 
Southern California forest fires. 

The station promotes its competitive news 
edge by using the Telecopter as a logo in 50% 
of its IDs. Telecopter service began on KTLA in 
1958 (black -and- white). Color was added in 
1968. BM /F, 

Local News in Small- Market Radio 
By George Dietrich 

It doesn't take much money. Just time, dedication and more time and more dedication. 
But it's worth it to set up an efficient and responsible news service for your community. 

Morby (left) and pilot- reporter Larry Scheer are on call 24 
hours a day for coverage of fast- breaking news in the Los 
Angeles metro area. Most material is videotaped, but KTLA 
goes live from the Telecopter if story warrants. 

ANY RADIO STATION can afford a news operation. 
The cost in equipment can begin under $1000. 
Basic equipment at WEMD includes four tape re- 
corders -two Wollensaks, a Roberts four -track 
and a portable cartridge recorder. Wollensak puts 
out a nice rugged model for around $100. Also 
in use: a police radio. The news director has 
his own office, one that can be used as a studio. 
For mobile units WEMD uses two -way radios in- 
stalled in the personal cars of two employees; 
both are engineers and announcers. The radios 
are Allied 23- channel Citizens Band transceivers. 

All eight WEMD staff members (three women, 
five men) have had at least rudimentary training 
in general news coverage by the news director. 
They are made aware of the importance of local 
stories; taught by the news director how to get 

a story, what questions to ask and how to write 
for broadcast. They must also know when not 
to release a story. Their stories must be approved 
by the news director, following the procedure of 
newspaper editors when working with cubs. 

A secretary trained in shorthand is invaluable 
to the newsman for phone -in stories. The an- 
nouncer on the board can set up a beeper for 
fast- breaking stories. The copy writer can help 
in preparing news stories and editing releases. The 
salesman in the course of a day often picks up tips 
the newsman can follow up later . , . in fact the 
entire staff must be made to feel that news is the 

Continued on page 25 

George Dietrich is manager and news director of WEMD 
(AM), Easton, Maryland. 

Local news: Who needs it? 
The news director at WEMD, a 1000 -W day, 
500 -W night directional AM in Easton Maryland, 
is also the station manager. George Dietrich, who 
worked up to this position over four years, feels 
local news is essential to small- market radio suc- 
cess. Here's his reasoning: 

"Without local news as a drawing card, small 
market radio can never become a complete suc- 
cess. You have nothing else to sell: Music, my- 
stery tunes, gimmick contests are basically fillers. 
Local news, social notes and sports -these are 
what build a small market audience and keep it 
coming back each day. 

"While music is nice to hear, stereo tape 
cartridges for home and car have infringed greatly 
on all -music stations. And while metropolitan sta- 
tions cover national and world news, only in the 
small- market station can local news of the area 

be heard -unless it is big enough to make the 
wire. People care about their neighbors; they en- 
joy hearing them interviewed on the radio. The 
small market station has the time to do this. 

"The market covered by WEMD on the Eastern 
Shore of Maryland covers four counties. The sta- 
tion is operated much like a daily newspaper. 
WEMD has found that when a station gains the 
respect of the community is serves, when it can 
be depended upon for factual, impersonal report- 
ing, then the demand for the station's commercial 
time will increase accordingly. 

"Also a feeling of pride and satisfaction will 
surround your staff and thread its way through 
the community when you have a successful news 
operation which begets a successful station. Local 
news is the greatest asset a small market station 
has ... don't sell it short." 
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WANTED 
trained TV News Cameraman. 

hould know equipment, editing, 
sound, lights and have good news 
sense. An Equal Opportun i ly 
Employer. 

Contact Charles Jefferson, Job Placement Ad- 
visor of the Community Film Workshop Coun- 
cil, 17 West 60th Street, New York, New York 
10023, (212) 247 -3192. 

THE COMMUNITY FILM WORKSHOP COUNCIL 
may be able to send you a recent graduate of 
its news cameraman training program, a rigor- 
ous session that used to last six weeks and now 
takes nine. The program is an Office of Eco- 

George Williams, one of the first CFWC trainees, is now 

with WSOC, Charlotte. 

Ernest Dunkley, now at WCKT, Miami, shoots background for 
fashion report. 

20 

nomic Opportunity sponsored effort to give 
minority -group men and women the necessary 
training to qualify them for TV news staffs - 
and also to give television in this country a source 
of skilled people sensitive to minority interests 
and viewpoints. 

The fifteen trainees of each session spend the 
entire period living and working as TV news 
cameramen- meeting deadlines, doing on- the -spot 
filming along with professionals from local and 
network crews, editing, narrating and then criticiz- 
ing their results. This is done under the guidance 

CFWC graduata Dave Adams, left, is now Assistant Director 
of a workshop io Whitesburg, Kentucky. William Reed, a 

trainee, watd,es while Sandra Holmes, right, instructs film 
editing technliques. 

Another graduate from the first CFWC program: James 
McIver, now with ABC. 
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of trained news pros such as NBC's Sandra 
Holmes, ABC's John Fletcher, Franke Tonello 
from Howard Lester Productions, New York 
freelancer Bruce Harding, Dick Wood and Bob 
Rubin, director of the workshop. 

Training begins with silent I 6-mm filming 
(Bolexes) and moves to sound (using Auricon 
equipment). The trainees live in the YMCA near 
their studio, handy for late -hour shooting, eve- 
ning evaluation sessions, etc. Each trainee is paid 
$75 a week for the long hours and attends spe- 
cial screenings (Medium Cool and Midnight Cow- 
boy, for example) as well as covering news events 
whenever they happen -parades, Moratorium 
Day, fashion shows. 

A typical week (see page 36, Five Days' Log) 
will concentrate on particular equipment, while 
maintaining the news -filming routine. To work 
on the Auricon sound recording camera and 
portable quartz lighting equipment, for example, 
the class divided into four groups, four men on 
each: one on camera, one sound, one for lighting 

and correspondence duties, and one silent cam- 
eraman for cutaways. First day they familiarized 
themselves with the equipment; the second day 
was on- camera interviews indoors; the rest of 
the week was spent covering assignments taken 
from the UPI daily log. The correspondent for 
each team had the ultimate responsibility for that 
assignment. Duties were switched among the team 
each day. 

So far the Workshop has graduated 26 
trainees, placing 24 in TV stations around the 
nation. There are the usual problems of adjust- 
ment and occasional personnel conflicts to be 
faced by the trainees -but most have worked out 
well in their new situations. 

Beginning this month the Workshop will train 
45 more TV news cameramen- recruited from 
the young minority -group people with low incomes 
throughout the country, trained in New York or 
Chicago, and ready to step into skilled, responsible 
positions wherever they're needed. 

Continued on page 36 

CFWC What is it? 
The Community Film Workshop was formed in 

1968 by the American Film Institute with a seed 

grant of $50,000, to help local film organizations 
recruit minority -group members. Within a year 
the Workshop had established itself as an active, 
independent body, setting up small film groups in 

many cities and engaging in such studies as one 

funded by the Ford Foundation, "to determine 
projected goals and trends of employment in the 
motion picture and TV industry and to correct any 

imbalance in the hiring of minorities in these 
industries." 

The current training program began with a 

grant from the Office of Economic Opportunity 
awarded June 15, 1969. The funding supported 
two programs: One was the establishment of ten 

community film workshops throughout the coun- 
try; the other was the training in two six -week 

cycles of a total of 30 poverty -level, non -white 
candidates to become news cameramen. Some of 
the recent trainees from the CFWC Workshop got 
their initial film experience at local community 
workshops established under the OEO grant. 

Where else have the trainees come from? Ac- 

cording to job placement advisor Charles Jeffer- 
son, it was hard to find them at first. OEO guide- 
lines required that trainees have had annual in- 

comes of less than $1600 net. CFWC standards 
required technical proficiency in photography and 
a willingness to relocate to any area of the country 
that they may be placed. Ads in trade press and 
word of mouth rounded up only nine young men 
eligible for the first training cycle. Now that the 
program has become better known, applications 
have increased. There were more than 80 trying 
for the 15 vacancies in the January 1971 pro- 
gram. 

But placing even those nine was difficult -few 
TV station operators felt the six -week program 
could qualify a person for TV news work. While 

the trainees did perform well, their employers re- 

ported on weaknesses in their preparation -and 
the result has been the program's extension to 
nine weeks. 

The training includes more than just how to 
operate equipment. Self-discipline and objectivity 
are stressed, according to Jefferson. "Being able 
to relate to people is important in the news field," 
he said, describing the philosophy behind the 
training program's approach to news reporting. 
Trainees have to work closely with one another in 

an atmosphere which emphasizes doing the job. 
"You can't let your personal hangups interfere," 
explained Jefferson, pointing out that an objec- 
tive minority -group newsman would be able to 
give a different viewpoint to news items, one more 
attuned to the backgrounds of disadvantaged 
viewers in the community, members of minority 
groups whose interests and values are not familiar 
to white middle-class newsmen. 

How have the trainees worked out? Generally 
quite well, judging from employer letters and 

follow -up done by CFWC personnel. Most went to 
small community TV stations- George Williams, 
for example, started January 1970 as an editor 
at WSOC -TV, Charlotte, North Carolina. Now he is 

a news photographer, shoots, edits and does 

stand -ups. 
But there have been some problems. Prejudice 

from station personnel has affected a few train- 
ees; some stations have abused the trainees - 
keeping them on for appearance's sake. "I don't 
want to find one of my people pushing a broom," 
Jefferson says. He has had to trouble -shoot in 

situations where stations have relegated CFWC- 

trained newsmen to covering occasional token 
"Black" news events. "We don't want our train- 
ees hired because they're from a minority -group," 
Jefferson tells prospective employers. "We want 
them hired because they're competent news pho- 
tographers." 
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Now It's 
Electronic Verification of 
TV Commercials 
The first FCC -approved system of commercial verification by electronics uses a digital 
code on the film or tape, an air monitor in each market, and a polling computer. It tells 
an advertiser that his spot ran as scheduled -or that it didn't. Here's how the system works. 

TELEVISION ADVERTISERS Want to know if they're 
getting what they paid for. Was the correct spot 
run at the agreed time -and in its entirety? While 
various manual monitoring techniques have been 
used to verify commercials, the newest technique 
is automatic and electronic. 

Developed by International Digisonics Corp., 
Teleproof I was approved for broadcast use by 
the FCC last April 15. Initially it provided proof 
of performance for 30 national advertisers, and 
expansion is planned to cover the top 53 national 
markets, or 70% of all U.S. TV homes. 

Teleproof I is an independent third -party 
document which serves as verification for both 
buyer and seller. It provides detailed information 
about a commercial: date, time, market, station, 
color or B &W, and a record of any video or 
audio interruptions. 

The information is gathered every 24 hours 
from a monitoring station in each market. The 
data clear through a polling computer via a data - 
phone network. The information is then stored 
in a central processing computer for monthly 
report preparation. 

Binary coded video 

Coding a film or videotape presented a prob- 
lem to Digisonics. Replacing an entire video frame 
with a code wasn't practical, for that would give 
the eye time (1/30 of a second) to see the code - 
and produce visual annoyance. And, of course. 
the FCC wouldn't permit that. 

The solution was to encode the four corners 
of the frame (or raster) with vertical strips as 
shown in Fig. 1. That places the code strips off 
the screen of the normal home receiver, which 
is usually overscanned when set up by the service 
technician. The code strip locations are specified 
by the FCC as follows: Intervals within the first 
and last 10 microseconds of lines 21 through 23 
and 260 through 262. 

Although four corners are used, only two 
are required for monitor detection. Diagonal re- 
dundancy is used, as shown in Fig. 2. The X 
pairs are opposite, as are the Y pairs. Thus even 
if a telecine projector is misaligned, the Digisonics 
monitor will still be able to detect the code. 

In the Digisonics system each commercial is encoded with 
vertical bars at four picture corners (above). For redundancy, 
two pairs of code strips are used (below). Hence even a mis- 
aligned projector won't lose the code strips. 

The system permits the use of four binary 
digits, as follows: 

If X = O, Y = O, then frame = O 
If X= O, Y = 1, then frame = 1 

If X = 1, Y =0, then frame = 2 
If X= 1, Y =1, then frame = 3 

But to convey relatively complex information 
such as a commercial identification number, the 
binary codes are arranged in successive frames. 
For proper motion -picture /TV camera synchro- 
nization, each code number is repeated. Thus a 
nine -digit identification might read: 0, 0, 1, 1, 
3, 3, 1, 1, 2, 2, 0, 0, 1, 1, 3, 3, 0, 0-or 013, 120, 
130. 
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detect any transmission errors in the telephone 
line. All commercial data records are stored on 
the tape -which has the capacity of storing up 
to two days of commercials. However, the informa- 
tion is normally read out by the computer once 
every 24 hours. 

A modem provides automatic answering serv- 
ice for the telephone line, and interfaces the tape 
recorder with the line, encoding the data for 
transmission. 

A command module plays back the tape on 
orders from the computer. The entire equipment 
complex has a standby power unit, and is immune 
to power -line failures. 

This nine -digit (18- frame) binary code pro- 
vides approximately 262,000 different numeric 
possibilities and an identification that takes 0.75 
second to transmit. The total 18 -frame code is 
inserted twice in each commercial -one second 
after the start, and one second before the end. 

Coding is done at the optical negative pro- 
duction stage for film commercials. Equivalent 
processing is done in videotape work. Each com- 
mercial has a unique identification code. 

The monitoring site 

Each one of the IDC monitoring stations is 
equipped with antennas and tuner /demodulators 

The IDC /BAR Flap: 
How Precise Can You Be? 
Just after the Digisonics monitoring system got 
underway last summer, Bureau of Advertisers 
Reports chairman Phil Edwards complained to 
the FCC that IDC had maneuvered the Corn - 
mission and several licensees into unwittingly 
breaking the rules. Some commercials had been 
improperly encoded, with the code occupying 
more scanning lines than Sec. 73.682 (a) (22) 
stipulates. 

In a subsequent letter to FCC chairman Dean 
Burch, IDC executive vice president Glenn M. 
DeKraker explained the situation. Yes, some 10 
commercials had been improperly encoded by 
an optical film company no longer in business. 
Digisonics was taking steps to insure that didn't 
happen again. DeKraker also mentioned another 
difficulty: Film commercials are encoded as- 
suming that stations underscan at the telecine 
chain. But a few stations practice full -picture 
alignment. IDC is therefore conferring with the 
FCC Rules & Standards Division, and with net- 
works and stations in an effort to solve this 
problem. 

There seems no question that coding a video- 
tape can be precisely done -electronically. The 
hangup is that each station's telecine film 
alignment is slightly different, with the result 
that the size of the Digisonics coding strips 
varies from station to station. 

Whether IDC can keep that code strip size 
within FCC specifications at all stations remains 
to be seen. 

for each vhf or uhf commercial station being 
monitored. (In the future, each station will also 
monitor CATV systems for local- origination com- 
mercials.) The demodulator feeds video, audio, 
audio carrier, and sync to the monitor. Color 
burst is included with sync. 

The monitor also receives various clocking 
frequencies and a serialized time word from a 
digital clock. It detects the coded commercial, and 
feeds this information along with time, color burst 
(or absence), visual and aural carrier information 
to a tape recorder. Redundancy information is 
also included with each recording made. Re- 
dundancy data enable the polling computer to 
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How commercials are logged 

A central polling computer interrogates each 
station monitor daily, requesting transmission of 
the tape- stored data. The binary digital data re- 
ceived by the computer are examined for validity. 
If the information is garbled, the computer orders 
another transmission. 

An activity file containing data from all statical 
monitors is compiled daily. This file consists of 
a complete record of each on -air coded commer- 
cial broadcast from stations being monitored. The 
central processing computer then handles the 
data in several programs and the proof- of -per- 
formance for each commercial is printed out. 

A typical report page lists advertiser, agency, 
product, market, station call letters and channel 
number, and period covered by the report. This 
permits commercial verification data to be easily 
checked against individual station or network 
invoices. A discrepancy report comparing moni- 
tored data to a record of intended station time 
buys is also available. 

For broadcasters, the monitoring reports are 
expected to end cash -flow problems due to delayed 
billings resulting from inability to provide rapid 
proof -of- performance reports. 

Future services unlimited 

While the initial Digisonics service is proo 
of- performance, the company plans to eventual] 
serve as a data base for the entire broadcasting 
advertising industry. 

Future possibilities include instant spot avai 
ability information for salesmen, marketing and 
competitive reports, and network information on 
affiliate operations, such as technical failure fre- 
quency, network alignment information, and mar- 
ket research data. 

In addition, stations will have equipment t 
encode the entire broadcast day. With such a 
system, any kind of profile, report, or analysis 
could be obtained. Other applications would in- 
elude automated accounting, billing, affidavits 
electronic logs, FCC performance reports, public 
service reports, and simplification of license -re 
newal procedures. BM /E 
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LOG 

NAEB '70- Troubled Times 

liaga - 
I At the Sessions Mcs - Irs 

New color camera manufacturer: Magnavox. 

Il On the Exhibit Floor 
The hard times that have befallen 
the nation as a whole were reflected 
in the extra -wide, uncluttered aisles 
of the exhibit floor. All of the big 
broadcast equipment manufacturers 
were absent. NAEB 1970 was a 
closed- circuit television show. 

The year before GE had pulled 
out. This year big exhibitors like 
RCA, Philips Broadcast Equip- 
ment, Sarkes Tarzian and Visual 
Electronics were out. So were other 
traditional exhibitors such as Con - 
rac, Ball and CBS Labs -although 
Conrac's presence was felt because 
it supplied monitors to those who 
did remain. 

Ampex cut its exhibit about half 
and the only big equipment on the 
floor was the Gates vhf color trans- 
mitter -which was operating into 
a dummy load. 

The hard times meant fewer 
girls. The only staged studio per- 
formance was that run by TeleMa- 
tion. It was low- budget -the young 
dancer was not a professional but 
a student flown in from Salt Lake 
City. TeleMation was the biggest 
exhibitor present. (It also main- 
tained the most active hospitality 
suite.) 

111111111111111 

111111111111111 

There was a lot of emotion over 
racism at the 1970 NAEB Conven- 
tion and a lot of erudite rationaliza- 
tion on the need for educational 
communicators. But about the only 
ebullience in evidence came from 
representatives of the Brooklyn 
Model Cities - Brooklyn College 
Television project -and they 
weren't on the over -jammed offical 
agenda. The enthusiasm of the 
group's director, Mary Umola, 
stood in marked contrast to most 
everything else heard for three 
days, which was either frightening 

or incredibly tiring. The latter can 
be blamed on so much "imper- 
sonality of the verbalization," a 
phrase used in a newsletter dis- 
tributed by the National Center for 
Audio Experimentation. 

Most convention goers who 
tuned in closely to the events -if 
they weren't tuned off by the dull 
language -left Washington a little 
disquieted: the Blacks, the Chi- 
canos and the students said educa- 
tional broadcasters were failing. 

Tony Brown, chairman of the 
National Association of Black Me- 
dia Producers and executive pro - 

Continued on page 38 

TeleMation's new products -in- 
cluding (1) a new combination disc 
memory (TDM -700) and titling 
generator (TGG -225) package with 
700 lines capacity retrievable on a 
random -access basis; (2) a full -page 
character generator (TGG -1425); 
and (3) a new special effects gen- 
erator (TSE- 200) -were of interest 
both to CCTV users and broad- 
casters. 

Other exhibits were more de- 
cidedly CCTV only: Sony, Pana- 
sonic, ITV, Shintron, Visual Edu- 
com, Diamond Power, Shibaden, 
GBC, Riker and Magnavox. Am- 
pex had only one broadcast -quality 
camera on hand and all recorders 
were helical -scan. 

Chief seen -for -the -first -time at- 
traction was Magnavox's new color 
camera priced at $6950. Shibaden 
drew attention with a new color 
camera: the FPC -1000, a three - 
vidicon job priced at $9500. 

Packing the biggest crowd was 
the Ampex demonstration of Insta- 
vision, the miniature 1/2-inch car- 
tridge VTR that conforms to EIAJ 
Type 1 standards. Most of Am- 
pex's space was devoted to an en- 
tirely new line of one -inch helical 
receivers which stressed production 

TeleMation's page- format character gen- 
erator. 

Visual Educom re- introduces a Dage camera. 

capability. 
Top of the line was designated 

VPR -7900 and billed as the "most 
advanced, highest performing, most 
versatile" closed -circuit videotape 
recorder introduced to date. Fea- 
tures included improved time base 
stability (less than 0.5 microsec- 
onds), a new wide bandwidth for 
3rd and 4th generation color dub- 
bing, a double tape- tension split 
capstan and servo system that per- 
mits horizontal and vertical switch- 
ing, a three -track video /audio elec- 
tronic editing format and a ferrite 
video head with a 1000 -hour war- 
ranty. Price -$13,000. The VPR - 
5800 priced at $5600 (color) also 
had a three track format, a minute 
and second counter and allows for 
insert and assemble editing. The 
VPR -5200, priced at $2600, also 
included a basic editing capability. 

Better production capability with 
closed -circuit TV equipment was a 
recurring theme at many exhibits. 

IVC highlighted two timebase 
correctors to be used with the IVC - 
900 line of VTRs. The units re- 
duced instabilities sufficiently to 
permit production mixing, dubbing 
and split- screen presentation with- 
out jitter. The TBC units accept a 

Continued on page 39 
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Author Dietrich and wife Era:d (a staff announcer with a 

First Phone) broadcast election returns. Dietrich has 116 -year 
background in news, produces seven daily news casts plus 

specials. And he's the station manager. 

Program director Tom Gregory sends in local news story via 
CB radio from his car. 

Above: Gail Roe, copy writer and service assistant, goes over 
an edited story with Matt Baynard, chief engineer and an- 
nouncer. 

Below: Office manager Mary Foster takes story from remote 
announcer -newsman while he checks it out. 

Local News in Radio 
Continued from page 19 
primary function of the station; they must be 
willing to work as a team at all times. 

A newsman should not be an expense to the 
station. He should bring in revenue. Local news 
programs are easy to sell, as are specials. Local 
news can be a high school concert, a football game, 
a parade, horse shows, boat races . . . anything 
that is part of community life. 

A new announcer should spend at least two 
weeks, an hour a day, learning to rewrite news- 
paper copy and wire copy so he will be familiar 
with news style and will learn what makes a story. 
With this kind of involvement WEMD has devel- 
oped a staff that is close and is genuinely interested 
in the station and the community. 

The small- market news director in radio today 
has a great deal in common with the medical G.P. 
at the turn of the century. He must be able to 
handle anything from a fatal accident to a quilting 
contest. He must be willing to be on call 24 hours 
a day, and to devote 14 hours a day to in- office 
work. In small -market radio the news director 
is the most important man in the office. 

The news director should have training in 
journalism. He can come from a newspaper, an- 
other radio station or a wire service. Fie must be 
versatile, able to motivate people and able to take 
on responsibility. An announcer delegated to the 
job of news director on a part -time basis is a 
waste of time. However, an announcer can be a 
reporter and with the proper tutelage can become 
a news director -as can anyone interested and 
willing to learn. Ideally, a manager or station 
owner should look for someone fairly bright, mod- 
erate in his views on society, who has a working 
knowledge of history and is able to talk with and 
handle people, read aloud well, and write with a 
certain continuity. He must have an interest in 
current events, a devotion to news and a willing- 
ness to make this the primary interest in his life. 
It is also important that station manager or owner 
retain an open mind and be willing to discuss 
differences of opinion -be they in procedure or 
in the news itself. 

Make your newscast the front page of a news- 
paper ... use voices instead of pictures ... do 
one or two brief interviews on each local news- 
cast. Cover the police, the courts, the commis - 
sioners-if not always in person then by beeper 
phone. Interview the speaker at the Rotary, record 
discussions at the PTA. If you cannot get there 
yourself, invite the person to the station for an 
interview. Broadcast editorials; invite comment; 
make the public aware of your interest and let 
them know you are involved for them. 

WEMD has been fortunate in the past eight 
years to win 20 regional awards from the Asso- 
ciated Press and a national citation from APRTA 
for coverage of the H. Rap Brown speech in 
Cambridge. These winners as well as the day -to- 
day stories are done with the saine portable Wol- 
lensaks. BM /E 
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MINI-PRO K I T BY COLORTRAN 

A new dimension in professional portable "quartz" lighting. 

30 volt- battery operated 
120 volt -plug it in anywhere 
240 volt- overseas assignment 
can be hand -held, stand or camera -mounted 
smooth and fast focusing 
a beam soread without "hot" spots 

In a compact fitted case only 6' x 121/2" x 26 ". 

Only 28 lbs. for the "pro on the go." 

3 Mini -Pros: 2 four -leaf Barndoors; 1 single and 1 double Scrim; 
1 Handle; 3 Stands; 3 Lamps; 3 Cords; 
1 twenty -five ft. Extension Cord 

Write for detailed literature: 

Berkey -Colortran, Inc. 1015 Chestnut Street, Burbank, California 91502 / Telephone: (213) 843 -1200 

Circle 108 on Reader Service Card 
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Video equipment 
Extra -length videotape for helical 
VTRs permits 50% more recording 
time. Scotch 363 0.5 -mil polyester 
tape is available on 45 /s- and 71 /2 -in. 
reels. 3M. 285 

Vidicon has integral mesh construc- 
tion with low -lag, high- sensitivity 
photoconductive surface. Type 
7262A is 1 -in. diameter, requires 1 

fc faceplate illumination for average 
operation. ENGLISH ELECTRIC VALVE. 

286 

Picture monitors (monochrome) are 
available in 20- or 24 -in. models. 
Audio system included, with six 
switchable A/V inputs, black -level 
clamp. $325 for 20 -in. model, $425 
for 24 -in. version. RANK. 287 

Zoom lens has 10:1 ratio of 28 -280 
mm, aperture of f/3.5. Can be used 
with TV cameras, or with matching 
viewfinder for Mitchell NC and BNC 
film cameras. SPECTRAN. 288 

Lighting stand extends to 108 in., 
weighs 23/4 lb. Legs on Code 152 -019 
expand from conventional 31 -in. base 
to more stable 46 -in. base. BERKEY- 
COLORTRAN. 289 

Light for Super -8 film cameras is 
guaranteed for five years. Model SG9 
uses tungsten -halogen lamp, is rated 
at 350 W, produces light at 3400 K. 
$12.95. SYLVANIA. 290 

Helical VTRs use 1 /2 -in. Japan EIAJ 
format for compatibility with other 
brands using same format. Model 
VTR -800 is basic recorder, costs 
$695. Model VTR -820 includes elec- 
tronic editing: $950. Model VTR - 
450T is portable, battery- operated: 
$1350. CONCORD. 291 

Video cameras use 2A -in. vidicon. 
Model PVC 808 has 3 -in. viewfinder 
with light shield, edge- enhancing cir- 
cuit for ease of focus. Model PVC 
818 has no viewfinder. AuDIOTRON- 
ICS. 292 

Automatic iris system operates in 
three modes: full automatic, semi, 
and manual. Model 10X12 AVB DA 
is part of 12 -120 mm 1/2.2 zoom 
lens with viewfinder. Designed for 
Auricon, Bell & Howell, Bolex and 
other nonreflex film cameras. AN- 
GENIEUX. 293 

Color TV frequency standard (rubid- 
ium type) generates 3.579545 MHz 
subcarrier, includes continuously ad- 
justable phase shifter. When used 
with Model 610 Countdown Unit, 
Continued next page 
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EOIJWMEXT 
For more information circle boldfaced numbers on Reader Service Carc 

New and significant 
Educational program information 
providing unique systematic survey 
of current practices for elementary 
and middle- school children; avail- 
able in four -page conspectuses 
evaluating in detail the scope and 
performance of such individual pro- 
grams as televised mathematics in 
Dade County, Florida or Roch- 
ester's (New York) World of In- 
quiry with, among other learning 
environments, an audio -visual me- 
dia center in which pupils air over 
CATV a daily news program. First 
series of 100 booklets (published 
two a week): $85. URBAN SCHOOL 
ASSOCIATES. 275 

Color TV carnera uses single vidi - 
con to cover illumination range of 

75 -2Jo 1c. Soies WO camera has 
tiltable viewfinder and 10:1 zoom 
lens. $6600. MAGNAVOX. 276 

AM field -intensity meter has freq 
range of 540 kHz to 5.0 MHz, 
measures fundamental, second and 
third harmonics. Bandwidth 5 kHz, 
sensitivity 10 µV /m to 10 V/ m. 
Has 50 -ohm input for use as tuned 
voltmeter or null indicator. $1990. 
SOLAR ELECTRONICS. 277 

Low -light -level camera tube com- 
bines silicon vidicon with image 
intensifier, provides high S/N at 
illumination slightly greater than 
starlight. Type S5OXQ tube has 
target gain factor of 3000, wide 
dynamic operating range, non -burn- 
in target, and low lag. AMPEREX. 

278 

Audio consoles use plug -in modules, 
cover three studios, four remote 
lines, paging. Types B -801 mono, 
13 -802 stereo and Type B -803 dual - 
channel consoles have eight input 

mixing channels with preselection 
of three sources at each mixer. To- 
tal of 27 input sources may be con- 
trolled. $2350 for B -801; $3200 for 
B -802; $2650 for B -803. McMAB- 
TIN. 280 

CATV cross- modulation analyzer 
tests up to 32 channels. Model 
KTSS -NCTA consists of main 
frame modules for channels desired. 
Checks cross modulation, seconc- 
order distortion, S/N ratio, and 
hum modulation. KAISER CATV. 

281 

Remote -switching relay unit is de- 
signed to operate with programmer 
to provide nonduplication or other 
switching using selective tone oscil- 
lators and receivers. Basic system 
includes three -tone oscillator umt 
and three -relay receiver unit. Rim 
LABORATORIES. 282 

CATV converter uses varactors, 
covers 25 TV channels with selec- 
tive (not sequential) switching. Any 
channel may be blanked out by 
screwdriver adjustment. Control 
head placed near receiver, while 
power unit may be placed up to 
25 ft. away. CRAFTSMAN. 283 

Audio distribution amplifier pro- 
vides eight isolated outputs. Model 
DA415 -8 is unity gain with freq 

resp within 1 dB from 20 Hz to 20 
kHz and distortion less than 0.3%. 
Input Z 100 k, output Z 10 ohms. 
$245. FAIRCHILD SOUND EQUIP- 
MENT. 284 
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BRAND -NEW - AN INDISPENSABLE HANDBOOK ON BROADCAST 
JOURNALISM! 

Guidelines For News Reporters 
by Sol Robinson, General Manager WLAD AM & FM, Danbury, Conn. 

Timely as tomorrow's headlines - this 
is the book with all the answers 
needed by modern newsmen. Here is 
solid guidance, based on a real pro's 
long experience! 

There is greater pressure today than ever before for 
newsmen to produce . . . from public, the govern- 

ment, and from station management. To a far greater 
degree than in the past, therefore, it is mandatory for 
both practicing and aspiring newsmen to be aware of and 
practice the fine points of their craft. 

Based on Actual Experience 

In this invaluable new handbook, author Sol Robinson, 
a thoroughly experienced and dedicated broadcast joumal- 
ist, relates quite specifically, and in great detail, the scores 
of practical techniques he has found to be successful. To 
begin with, he delves into the most pertinent question - 
just exactly what is expected of and required of a broad- 
cast journalist. What are the problems he faces? How 
should he deal with news sources? How can he prepare 
news stories accurately and clearly? 

To be successful, the practicing newsman must have 
the right answers -to these and scores of other questions. 
And he'll find them in this vital new work written by a 
thoroughly seasoned newsman. 

Covers Vital Subjects 

Yes, here is a ready -to -use guidebook, chock -full of 
practical help for both newsmen and announcers, and 
for salesmen and managers who should have a full 
working knowledge of their news department. 

The first Chapter deals with accuracy, pointing out the 
seemingly insignificant details that can sometimes lead 
to gross misunderstanding. Through the use of many 

actual examples, the author 
shows how to avoid this all - 
prevalent pitfall. The second 
Chapter discusses news source 
relations -how to get the real 
facts, confidences, mutual re- 
spect and trust, recognizing 
false or misleading tips, etc. 
Included are all the obvious - police, fire officials, hospitals, 
etc. -plus many more that are 
frequently overlooked. 

An entire Chanter envers style 
and technique -how to write the 
story, how to say exactly what 
you want to say as clearly as 
possible, how to avoid the trite 
amateurisms that brand the 
beginner. You'll learn how to 
nse professional language, and 
how to deal with and use 
"slang" plus becoming 
acquainted with new words that 
have ev "lved and become a part 
of our language. Also included 
is a list of commonly mis- 
pronounced words- another re- 
vealing characteristic which re- 
flects on authoritativeness and 
professionalism. 

Exclusive Data on Minorities 
Another Chapter explores the 

news media and their relation- 
ships with minority groups. Do 
news stories encourage or dis- 
courage dissent and violence, 
and should they? Are newsmen 
partial to one side or the other? 
The art of being absolutely fair 
and objective in reporting what 
actually happened is the iob 
of a journalist, and the author 
tells how to maintain the nec- 
essary objectivity vital to the 
continuation of free news me- 
dia. 

Illustrations include many 
photos, charts and graphs, plus 
an Appendix of synonyms for 
over 2700 modem everyday 
words. 
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Free 10 -Day Examination 

GUIDELINES 
FOR NEWS 

REPORTERS 
By Sol Robinson 

Guidelines for News Reporters 
is available for immediate ship- 
ment. Order now at the Intro- 
ductory Price of only $9.95 . . . 

at our risk . . . for 10 -day 
FREE examination. SEND NO 
MONEY! Simply fill in and 
mail NO -RISK coupon below 
for this indispensable volume! 
(Note -3 or more copies or- 
dered at one time are subject 
to a 10^b discount.) 

INTRODUCTORY PRICE 
ONLY 
$9.95 

-\/ 192 Fact -Filled 
Pages 

\/ 5 BIG Chapters 
A/ Scores of 

Photos 
N/ Hardbound 

Edition 

CONTENTS 
The News Media: The Impor- 
tance of Broadcast News; Broad- 
cast News and Print Media - 
Accuracy: News sources, "tips" 
Misuse of words; Libel and 
Slander -News Source Relations: 
Fire Officials; Accidents; hos- 
pitals, Municipal, state, and fed- 
eral officials, plus other sources; 
riots -Style and Technique: 
Writing for the "ear "; Lan- 
guage: Slang; New Words and 
their meaning; mispronounced 
words; writing style -The News 
Media and Minorities: The fac- 
tual and the sensational; the 
Importance of background; Civil 
Rights; Trust; Handling Stories 
with Racial or Ethnic Overtones 
-Synonymns for Often -Used 
Words. Appendix. Index. 

NO RISK COUPON -MAIL TODAY 
1 

I 
1 

I 
1 

1 

I 
1 

I 
1 

I 

1 

1 

TAB Books, Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214 

Please send me copies of "GUIDELINES FOR NEWS 

REPORTERS" at the Introductory price of only $9.95 for one copy 
¡10% Discount on 3 or more copies.) 

I enclose $ Please invoice on 10 -day FREE trial 

Name 

Company 

Address 

City State 

SAVE POSTAGE by remitting with order. 
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holds plant sync drift to less than 
4 ns /hr or 5° of 3.58 phase. TRACOR. 

294 

Color TV camera includes metering 
system to simplify setup. Single meter 
on CC panel permits operator to 
establish color balance, master gain 
and master pedestal by pressing push- 
buttons and adjusting for correct me- 
ter indication. Feature is option on 
IVC -90 camera, which costs $7500. 
IVC. 295 

Video AGC amplifier accepts com- 
posite video from 75 -ohm or hi -Z 
source in range of 0.4 -4.0 V pk -pk, 
delivers constant 1.5 -V pk -pk to 
75 -ohm load. Freq resp of Type 
IT -334 is within 0.5 dB to 10 MHz. 
60 -Hz square wave has less than 1% 
tilt. ITI ELECTRONICS. 296 

Color TV slide scanner handles 
2 X 2 -in. 35 -mm transparencies. Mark 
VIIIB flying -spot scanner permits re- 
mote control on -air RGB mix, fade, 
or cut -in blanking with no color error 
during mix. RANK PRECISION. 297 

Audio gear 
Stereo console has five mixers, nine 
stereo inputs, plug -in cue amplifier 
driving inbuilt speaker and head- 
phone jack. Also contains inbuilt 
monitor amplifier and speaker. 
Model QRK -5S is all solid- state, 
$1595. QRK. 298 

Sixteen -track recorder uses combina- 
tion record /play heads, eliminating 
complicated switching for overdub- 
bing. Transport switching done by 
HTL (high- threshold logic) ICs. 
Model 100 -16 costs $13,750. Corn - 
panion 8 -track Model 100 -16(8) : 

$11,250. SCULLY. 299 

Tape -playback system is available in 
both mono and stereo versions for 
audio automation or other playback 
jobs using 1/4 -in. reel -to -reel mode. 
Speeds are 33/4 and 71/2 in. /s. Re- 
mote control available. Model RT -20 
requires 191/4 -in. rack space. RCA. 

300 

Portable mixer handles six mikes or 
lines as six mono or three stereo 
inputs. Both high and low -level out- 
puts available. Distribute switch al- 
lows adding pannable center to stereo 
mix. Battery or ac power. $99.50. 
SONY SUPERSCOPE. 326 

Cable equipment 
Test generator provides reference 
signals including bar, dot, window, 
flat field, gray scale, multiburst stair - 
step. Model 204 accessories include 
3.58 -MHz subcarrier modulation to 
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gray scale, sync generator, cabinet 
and handle. VISUAL INFORMATION 
INSTITUTE. 329 

Connectors are F series, in sizes 
0.340, 0.412, 0.500, and 0.750 in 
both brass and aluminum. LRC. 
ELECTRONICS. 330 

Phase -lock generator eliminates co- 
channel beat between cable RF signal 
and direct air pickup of broadcast 
TV signal. Generator furnishes CW 
signal to replace modulator carrier 
oscillator, eliminating beat. CW sig- 
nal is locked to broadcast station 
carrier frequency. PHASECOM EN- 
GINEERING. 331 

Line extender has two -way capability. 
Model SDV -30/60 is push -pull am- 
plifier for high and low -sub bands 
with high- and low -pass filters in- 
cluded. Has plug -in equalizers for 
high band, and return -leg equaliza- 
tion. JERROLD. 332 

Automatic noise measuring set has 
75 -ohm, 10 -250 MHz tuned ampli- 
fier input, 75 -ohm, 10 -1000 MHz 
noise head. Input bandwidth is 5 
MHz from 10 to 170 MHz, 10 MHz 
from 170 to 250 MHz. Continuously 
variable in 12 overlapping frequency 
bands. Noise figure accuracy is ±0.5 
dB. Input IF can be ordered preset 
to TV channel frequencies. Type 
792 -A meter costs '340. KAY ELE- 
METRICS. 333 

Transmitting equipment 
Direct -FM exciter is type accepted 
by FCC. Model 2202A solid -state 
exciter has environmental AFC, de- 
livers 10 W into 50 ohms over range 
of 15% line voltage variation. Price 
$2250. Companion stereo generator 
available. AEL. 334 

UHF 2 -W portable two -way radio 
has 15 -KHz FM deviation and 100- 
5000 Hz freq resp. Model MCP - 
6B-EA works in 450 -MHz band for 
remote pickup service. Has AGC and 
modulation limiting. MICRO COM- 
MUNICATIONS. 335 

FM 10 -kW transmitter has been type 
accepted by FCC. Model FM- 
IOKCG uses 3CX10,000A7 tube in 
ground -grid final stage, driven by 
4CX l 000K IPA. AEL. 336 

Balun matches single 50 -ohm unbal- 
anced line to one 200 -ohm balanced 
line or two 400 -ohm balanced lines 
in parallel. Rated 500 W at 30 MHz, 
100 W at 1000 MHz. VSWR less 
than 1.3:1 for any 6% bandwidth 
from 30 to 1000 MHz. PHELPS 
DODGE. 337 
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If Viscount Video's 
new-generation router' 
made sense for MOL- 

maybe you should 
t take a loOk... 

(after all, we designed them for you in the first plat. t) 

When V_scount developed routers incorporating 
"IsoSwitch" solid -state intergrated crosspoints, we 
knew we had a breakthrough in simplicity and 
rugged reliability. 

First we found we could eliminate expensive plug -ins - 

and sockets and rely on the instrinsic reliability of 
the components. Second, we no 
longer needed one selector per 
crosspoint. Now we only needed 
one per input and one per 
output ... and one control wire 
for each input bus and one for 
each output bus. 

"At last," we said, "we'll be able 
to offer every school ... every 
industrial user ... every TV- 
oriented institution of any size, 
the type of simple, low -cost, pus' 
button circuitry that's been bull 
into giant computers. Truly, a 

space -age breakthrough." 

Guess who heard about it before 
we even had a chance to talk to 
you? A prime U.S. Air Force 
contractor. "We'll need this kind 
simplicity and dependability for 
the Manned Orbitai Laboratory 
launch complex ", they said. And 
they asked us to supply them: 

Naturally we were very proud. B'.0 I 

the point is ... these routers wen 
really designed with you in mind . 

not MOL. So may we send you rrc e 

information on VVS routers? (WIC 

you find out how reasonable pric; 
they are you'll also have new rc, 
for the Governments ability to yf -t 
full value for a dollar). vw 

VISCOUNT VIDEO SYSTEMS LTD. 
105 East 69th Ave.,Vancouver 15, B.C.,Tel. (604) 327- 9446,Telex 04- 507123 

Eastern Region: 107 Penny Lane, Michigan City, Ind., 46360 (219) 872 -2:: '1 
Western Region: 68. '75 Bristol Drive, Berkeley, Ca., 94705 (415) 549-36 )8 
Southern Region: 32868 Coington Drive, Decatur, Ga., 30032 (404) 284-A I 72 

(Deal ships established in Europe and the Far East) 
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2. 
Les Corum 

Operations Manager 
says: 

6. 
Don Plumridge 

Director of 
Creative Services 

says: 

3. 
Barbara Fisler 

Promotion Assistant 
says: 

1. 
Jim Reid 

Program Manager 
says: 

5. 
Dave Wygant 

Manager of Sales 
says: 

8. 
Jim Anderson 

National Sales Manager 
says: 

4. 
Paul Weber 

Engineering Assistan 
says: 

9. 
Milton Grant 

V.P. & General Manager 
says: 

7. 

Don Doughty 
Chief Engineer 

says: 

i 
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WDCA-TV on 
the ̀ cart' machine: 

Now that station WDCA -TV in Wash- 
ington, D.C., has been using a TCR -100 
cartridge video tape recorder for al- 
most six months, we thought you 
might like to hear what they have to 
say about it. 

1. "With this new cartridge VTR, one 
man can run the station, as far as on- 
air presentation is concerned...three 
or four taped commercials in a row is 
easy, because you just don't run out 
of tape machines:' 

2. "There's no degradation of quality 
in the cartridge tapes, even after 
more than 100 plays...I've been tickled 
to death with this `cart' machine; it 
just sits there and works:' 
rib 3. "The TCR saves us time during 
station breaks...We're actually log- 
ging 30% more promos since we got it. 
And we're starting to 
piggy -back our promos:' 

4." I'd say the TCR -100 
is a bigger advance 
over reel -to -reel VTRs, 
than the audio car- 
tridge was over reel - 
type audio recorders... 

January, 1971 -BM /E 

and reliability has been terrific:' 

5. "It can help sell prospects because 
it really gives the station more pro- 
duction time...and that's going to help 
us become the most cooperative sta- 
tion in town :' 

6. "We're changing our station's 
whole visual image. We're redoing all 
promos and slides...and the `cart' 
machine is giving us the extra produc- 
tion capability to get the job done:' 

7. "The TCR -100 is the equivalent of 
at least three reel -to -reel VTRs ...I 
frankly don't think any of our engi- 
neers would trade it for five regular 
video tape recorders:' 

8. "It's the world's best machine for 
programming commercir "s. They 
run so smoothly that we sold more 

national accounts :' 

9. "Our staff -Pro- 
duction, Engineering, 
Traffic, Promotion, 
Sales -is united in en- 
thusiastic acceptance:' 

Thank you, lady and 
gentlemen. 

o o 
v c nun 

,6 II ® 
00 

v® oe orno 

_10:0111:41, 
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Replace 

Mercury 
Vapor 

Tubes 

Directly 
with 

NT27-72(c 
Silicon Rectifier 
Stacks! 
Because... 

Only non -encapsulated WILKIN- 
SON Silicon Rectifiers can be re- 
paired in seconds with low -cost 
replacement diodes! 

Exclusive "GO, NO GO" indicator 
automatically warns when the re- 
verse leakage of any diode is in 
excess of 50 microamps. 

Only WILKINSON Silicon Rectifi- 
ers are available in a complete 
tube replacement range of from 
866 to 857B. 

WILKINSON Silicon Rectifiers 
function in ambient temperatures 
of from - 85 F to +158 F. 

No more filament heat and conse- 
quent filament burnout ... lower 
power cost and reduced hum, too. 

No warm up time is necessary ... 
instantaneous operation! 

Just plug in WILKINSON Silicon 
Rectifiers... no re- wiring is 
necessary. 

Only WILKINSON Silicon Rectifi- 
ers are Cully guaranteed and have 
a safety margin well in excess of 
tube rating. 

For complete details write today to: 

WILKINSON 
ELECTRONICS, INC. 

1937 MACDADE BLVD. WOODLYN, PA. 19094 

TELEPHONE 1215) 874 -5236 174 -5237 

Circle 112 on Reader Service Card 
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CROSS- IMJi 
Dear BM /E: 

I would like to make some com- 
ments about your July article on 
summer -to- winter changes in cover- 
age for AM stations, by Paul F. 
Godley, Jr. 

In an article in Broadcast Engi- 
neering for July 1970 entitled "Meas- 
uring RF Output" there is a men- 
tion of calibrating the RF ammeter. 
This says that the meter readings 
vary with temperature. These meters 
are calibrated at about 70 °F and 
have a curve descending at lower 
temperatures and ascending at higher 
temperatures. 

I did some experimenting this past 
summer and used the following pro- 
cedure. 

I checked the remote (studio) 
meter at 0830 and, at the same time, 
the phase monitor reading. I also 
checked the antenna meter when 
the tuning house was at about 70° 
and used this as a standard point. 
In one day when the temperature 
was low (45 °) at 0830 I read the 
antenna meter and found it was 
reading low compared with the studio 
and the phase monitor. At noon 
when the outside temperature was 
about 70° and the temperature in 
the tuning house was over 80° I 
read the meter and it read quite a 
bit higher, over 0.1 A. Now if I had 
calibrated the remote (studio) meter 
at this time I would have had to 
lower power quite a bit and raised 
the remote meter indication. 

In the morning the antenna read 
4.4 A (normal 4.5 A) and at noon 
it read 4.62 A and at night it was 
back down to 4.5 A. The output 
of the transmitter did not change. 
This means that if the meters were 
calibrated at noon the studio would 
not know that we were putting out 
less than we should be at 0830 and 
also at 1830- because this is not 
taken into consideration when field 
strength readings are taken, es- 
pecially when the output of the trans- 
mitter is maintained at the studio 

or by direct readings of the tower 
meter. So my observations indicate 
that the output of the transmitter 
could be off considerably depending 
when the meter was calibrated. 

For instance. Using the standard 
licensed value of 4.5 A and 50 ohms 
we get a power output of 1010 watts 
but if the meter was calibrated at 
noon on a hot day and the antenna 
meter read 4.6 A, as it might, and 
the power is lowered to 4.5 A, as 
read on the meter, then the output 
power should be figured on 4.4 times 
50 or 940 watts and as the field 
strength varies as the square root 
of the power change then the field 
strength would be down. 

Now ! 8- Chanel 

Audio Distribution 

Amolitier from 
i Ilh 

8 independent amplifiers 
which can be connected to 
one or more sources. 

Self- contained Power Supply. 

Bridging Inputs. 

Maximum Output: +15 DBM. 

S/N Ratio: 90 DB 

at maximum output. 

Compact Size: 

3 "x 51/4" x 101/4 "..:. 

Only 

$245 

For complete details 
write today to 

Model 
DÁ415 -8 

FAIRCHILD 
Sound Equipment Corporation 

10 -40 45th Ave. . L.I.C.. N. Y. 1110V 
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4494 4cctootatccaity 
YOUR TRANSMITTER, TEMP., LIGHTS. ETC. 

ALL DIGITAL SYSTEM 

8 16 - 24 CHANNELS 

HUMPHREY ELECTRONICS 
INCORPORATED 

BOX 10383/5815 HILLSBOROUGH, RALEIGH, N.C. 27606 

(919) 833 -9031 
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TELEX MAKES 
CHOICE 
TAPE EQUIPMENT 
SO YOU CAN BE 
CHOOSY. 

Magnecord 1021 - 
Single Channel Recorder 

Magnecord 1022 - 
Two Channel Recorder 

Magnecord 1028 - 
Two Channel Recorder 

Viking Manual and 
Automatic Tape 

Cartridge Transports 

Viking 87 - 
Tape Transport 

-tor 0 
Viking 230 - Tape Transport 
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KTIS AM /FM Stere 
Had an opening in 
Their studio. 
They chose a 
Magnecord 
To fill it. 

PRODUCTS OF SOUND RESEARCH 

TELEX® 
COMMUN CATIONS DIVISION 
9600 Aldrich Avenue South 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55420 
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Now if the studio meter was cali- 
brated when the tuning house was 
at, say, 40° then the transmitter 
would have to be raised up and if 
the reading was 4.4 A at the tower 
and the output was raised to 4.5 A 
then the output would be actually 
4.5 squared times 50 or 1060 watts, 
technically outside the plus 5% 
allowed by the Rules. This would 
not be indicated at the studio. But 
if the meter is read at noon after 
being calibrated at 0830 on a cold 
day, and if at noon the sun is hot 
and the building has heated up con- 
siderably, then an out -of- tolerance 
citation could be given by the In- 
spector, using the antenna meter 
reading. 

Of course the changes occasioned 
by the above would be small depend- 
ing upon the power of the station. 

Using 1 kW and 10 mV /m at IO 
miles, the increase with the summer 
high reading would be 0.25 mV /m. 
On the other side the decrease with 
the winter change would be a little 
more, or 0.3 mV/ m. The difference 
between the 100° days and the zero 
degree days is considerable espe- 
cially in the spring. In New England 
we may have a frost in the morning, 
cooling off the building and the 
meter, and with the noon sun we 
could have over 60° or more. The 
change in the calibration of the 
meter, according to the curve, would 
be considerable. 

I have proven this by taking read- 
ings at a point while the output of 
the transmitter was varied to keep 
the antenna current constant as 
read at the tower on a day when 
the morning temperature was low, 

e..,2.04../.42.e.e.1._.. 
The incomparable ' JL ' 

new 11 1 

`,I C World's finest 
d cartridge tape 

equipment 
Here Is the bold new standard in cartridge tape performance, versa- 
tility and ruggedness -the equipment that has everything! Five models 
of the magnificent Ten /70 are offered to meet every recording and 
playback application. All have identical dimensions. Any combination 
of two will fit in our sleek 19 -inch roll -out rack panel, just 7 inches high. 

Control features and options include manual high -speed advance, 
exclusive Auto -Cue with automatic fast -forward, automatic self -can- 
celling record pre -set, front panel test of cue and bias levels, built in 
mike and line level mixer, color -coded design for easiest possible 
operation. 

Inside is a massive U.S.-made hysteresis synchronous "Direct Drive" 
motor, solid state logic switching, modular construction and premium 
components throughout, separate heads for A -B monitoring, full bias 
cue recording, transformer input and output, 
flip -top access to heads and capstan. 

0 L s THE CLASSIC 500 C SERIES. Long the industry 
standard, SPOTMASTER'S 500 C series is still 
offered. Performance and specifications are * 

second only to the Ten /70. _ 
For complete details about SPOTMASTER cart- 
ridge units (stereo, delayed programming and 
multiple cartridge models, too), write or call today. Remember, Broad- 
cast Electronics is the No. 1 designer /producer of broadcast quality 
cartridge tape equipment ... worldwide! 

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC. 
A Filmways Company 

9810 Brookville Road, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910 (301) 588 -4983 
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about 25° and the temperature in- 
side the building reached over 80 °, 
then backing down as the building 
cooled off. These readings were 
taken using a tuning house of wood 
with a black tar roof and little venti- 
lation. I wonder how much these 
meters would change when they are 
mounted out in the open in a tin 
can as some are. 

If I am not mistaken the trans- 
mitter and tower of WMTR, men- 
tioned in your article, are together 
and I wonder if the summer and 
winter variations on this station 
could not have been caused by read- 
ing the antenna meter at the tower 
and compensating for the increase 
in power as indicated on the tower 
meter caused, not by power out, but 
by temperature. I will admit that 
outside temperature causes some 
changes in field intensity but I think 
that the antenna ammeter should be 
taken into consideration also as this 
meter's reading also changes with 
temperature. 

This station is a remote con- 
trolled directional station and we 
have to take monitor point readings 
each month. I have noticed the sum- 
mer- winter variation and it is about 
10% average. 

I looked up my meter and find 
that the variation with temperature 
is about 1% per 10 °F change so 
a change of 60° will give an error 
of 6 %, or using 4.5 A, a change of 
0 27 A. Quite a bit I'd say. 

Burton Landry 
Chief Engineer, WARE (AM) 
Ware, Massachusetts 

Mr. Godley's comment: 
The RF meter variations Mr. Lan- 

dry found at WARE can be discon- 
certing when the calibration stabil- 
ity between the antenna meter and 
the remote meter is checked. Varia- 
tions in antenna meter accuracy with 
temperature also contribute to the 
antenna loading changes often noted 
between sign -on and noon time and 
then sometimes returning part way 
to the early morning values by sign - 
off time. 

Mr. Landry found that the tem- 
perature variations at WARE could 
be as much as 60 °F and on this 
basis he determined that the an- 
tenna meter would vary six percent 
from its initial reading. A six per- 't 

cent variation in antenna current 
will change the field intensity six 
percent. Antenna meter changes of 
this order should be taken into ac- 
count. However the summer -winter 
signal intensity changes discussed 
were as great as three to one. In 
these circumstances the temperature 
affect on the antenna meter is rela- 
tively minor. In about half of the 
examples given in the Summer -to- 
Winter article the common point 
meter which determines antenna 
power is housed in the transmitter 
building where temperature varia- 
tions would normally be at a mini- 
mum. 
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Boom Boon. 

We've taken our most versatile, best -performing unidirectional studio micro- 
phone, the Shure SM53, and made it even more versatile by develop ng ,a 

complete boom accessory system that equips the SM53 for every corn: eiva- 
ble boom and "fish- pole" application! Shure design engineers started r. ilh a 

major breakthrough in design: a small, lightweight, extremely effi ctive 
isolation mount. They developed a super -flexible isolation cable, 4 pair 
of highly- efficient front -and -rear windscreens, and a 20" boom exte ision 
pipe. Finally, they developed a complete boom assembly that ::om- 
bines unusually small size with superb control and noise isol2 tior. 
Result: an accessory lineup that makes every Shure SM53 sl.idio 
microphone a complete microphone 
system! Write: Shure Brothers Inc., 222 S H V -- 3 
Hartrey Avenue, Evanston, Illinois 60204. 
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CALL CFWC 
Continued from paw' ' I 

Five Days' Log 
This excerpt from a CFWC Workshop Log last year covers 
training done near the beginning of the six -week session - 
working with silent filming techniques. The 1971 programs 
will last nine weeks, will add work in night shooting and 
concentrate in speedy editing, more editorial evaluation. 

Monday Feb. 2, 1970 -The trainees covered the Black 
Panther demonstration at the Criminal Court Building 
in Manhattan and the New York Harbor Tug Boat 
Strike. They returned in the afternoon and started to 
edit their stories. We had a screening at 3:30 of the 
rushes followed by the air show. Most of the edited 
stories went over the 30- second limit. The trainees are 
balking at the time limit and are reluctant to throw 
away good footage, even though it does nothing to 
enhance the finished story. There was a heated dis- 
cussion on the necessity of conforming to rules of 
time, etc. 

Sandy (Holmes] stayed after the air show to help 
two of the trainees with editing techniques. 
Tuesday, Feb. 3, 1970 -Because of inclement weather 
the trainees stayed in today and worked with their new 
meters, editing, testing cameras, etc. In the afternoon 
we screened dailies and edited stories. The results 
were not extremely encouraging. 

In the late afternoon Shirley MacLaine visited the 
program and we again screened the air show for that 
evening. Miss MacLaine engaged in discussion with 
the trainees and staff drawing on her experience in film 
and what she feels to be the new trend in the movie 
industry regarding young film makers. We discussed 
the national and international implications of news 
reporting and how the news in other countries differs 
from the coverage in the United States. She empha- 
sized the necessity for the views and feelings of new 
young newsmen and urged the trainees to use the skills 
that they learn in the program to tell the real story 
of their own people and to help their people get fair 
representation in the news media. 
Wednesday, Feb. 4, 1970 -As an outgrowth of the 

discussion from the evening before, the trainees were 
asked to cover a story on Black people in Times 
Square. A few protested the assignment, saying that it 
was a punishment for airing their views the night 
before, but the staff felt that it would be a good 
exercise in seeing the diverse ways that u single subject 
in a familiar location can be photographed. 

The dailies were screened and the edited shows fol- 
lowed. The show this evening was exceptionally good 
and the editing showed a lot of thought on the part of 
the trainees. Even the discussion seemed to he more 
relevant than usual and there was less "nit picking" 
and more concentration on the elements of good news 
coverage. The staff felt that the trainees had really 
reached a turning point in their training and would 
hopefully carry through the energy and high level 
displayed in tonight's show until the end of the pro- 
gram. 
Thursday, Feb. 5, 1970 -Les Dennis, producer of the 
Eleventh Hour News on NBC, visited the trainees this 
morning. He viewed the air show from the night be- 
fore to get an idea of the kind of work the trainees 
have been doing. He spoke to the trainees mainly on 
narrations; how to best judge your on time, how to 
pare down your spot sheet; how narration should add 
to, not illustrate, the pictures on the screen. (Stay away 
from the Grizzly Bear.) 

There was editing in the afternoon. Some visitors 
from OEO came to see the training center. Mel Good 
and Bob Rodwin from ABC visited in the late after- 
noon and viewed the air show. After the show, Mr. 
Rodwin spoke to the trainees. Mr. Good will return 
next week to speak to thetas more at length. 
Friday, Feb. 6, 1970 -The sound cameras will be de- 
livered today so the trainees will stay at hotne base 
to edit and get the equipment ready for return. We 
screened the dailies from the Panther rally and the 
Tug strike. The shooting was, for the most part, ex- 
ceptionally good. 

In the afternoon some of the trainees edited their 
stories and the others were checked out on the new 
Auricon sound cameras. 

We had the air show and discussion at S o'clock and 
the stories were good. The narrations are still weak and 
need more work by the trainees. 

COOKE ENGINEERING ..... QUALITY IN COMMUNICATIONS 

r MULTI -CIRCUIT JACK 

The Multi- Circuit Jack - MCJ -12 is a 

12- circuit self -normalling jack. 
It eliminates costly circiiit duplication. 
Transfers are made by means of a 

12- circuit patchcord. 
16 jacks may be mounted in a standard 
31/2" x 19" panel. 
Patch -cord is completely shielded. 
Entire jack may be unplugged from its 
cover without disturbing external wiring. 
Ask for complete technical information. 

ALSO AVAILABLE IN 6- CIRCUIT NORMAL -THROUGH COAXIAL. 

COTERM® & COPATCH® 
If high -density Is what you need in a 

patchfield, COTERMe and /or COPATCHe 

will meet the most critical demands. 

COTERMe 22T Is a reliable normal - 
through switching and line terminating jack. 
COPATCH 2 -2A will handle two 

stand -by source circuits in their proper 
Impedance. It is a non -normalling 
terminating coaxial patch jack. 
Complete technical information available. 
COTERM and COPATCH are 

registered trademarks. 

TWINAXIAL JACKS 
TwinTerm 20T: Self -normalling 
and self- terminating. 
TwinJax 20B: Self -normalling. 
TwinPatch 20: Dual jack, 
non -normalling, non -terminating. 
Available for use with standard 
78, 95, and 124 ohm balanced cables. 
Accepts standard available twinaxial 
connectors on rear for permanent cabling. 
Bridging test probe for monitoring 
normal- through CRTS without interruption. 

Rep. Inquiries Invited. 

COOKEENGINEERING 900 
Slaters Lane Alexandria, Virginia 22314 (703) 548 -3889 

A Dynatech Company 
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FCC Rules 
Continued from page 12 

letters require a one -time fee of $100. 

CATV fees 

All CATV systems must now pay an annual 
fee on April 1 of each year for the preceding 
calendar year (or a prorated fee for part thereof). 
This fee is 30 cents per subscriber during the 
calendar year. The number of subscribers, for 
fee -computation purposes, is the "average num- 
ber of subscribers" on the last day of each quarter 
of the calendar year. For example, if on March 
31 your system had 5600 subscribers; on June 
30 6000 subscribers; on September 30 6200 sub- 
scribers; and on December 31 7000 subscriber 
connections -then you would have an "average 
number of subscribers" of 6200, and your annual 
fee would be $1860. 

Explanation: This fee is determined by aver- 
aging the number of subscribers on the last day 
of each quarter of the calendar year. For the 
example above, add 5600, 6000, 6200 and 7000; 
divide by four; this equals an average of 6200 
subcribers. Then, multiply 6200 by 30 cents to 
arrive at the annual fee (payable on April 1) 
of $1860. 

Remember, the annual fee payable on April 
1 is for the preceding calendar year. Since the 
CATV annual fee schedule went into effect on 
August 1, 1970, the amount payable on April 1, 
1971, will be prorated to apply only to the last 
five months of 1970. The fee that you must pay 

on April 1, 1971, will be for the five -month pe- 
riod between August 1, 1970 and December 31, 
1970. To determine this fee, you must determine 
the annual fee for all four quarters of 1970 by 
the procedure outlined above; then, a total of 
five- twelfths (the prorated fee) of your computed 
1970 "Annual Fee" must be filed with the Com - 
mission on or before April 1, 1971. 

The Federal Communications Commission ini - 

tially proposed to exempt from the annual fee all 
CATV systems with less than 200 subscribers 
However, in adopting its final order the Commis 
sion has eliminated this exemption; the annua' 
fee is now required of all CATV systems. 

Similarly, in view of the administrative burder 
entailed by Petitions For Special Relief filed pur- 
suant to Section 74.1109 of the Rules, the FCC 
originally proposed a filing fee of $300 per peti- 
tioner. That fee has now been reduced to $25 per 
petition. 

Conclusion 

The new schedule of fees adopted by the 
Commission means that broadcasters and CATV 
operators will pay for the operation of the FCC. 
The new fee schedule raises many questions a' 
to the applicability of certain fees in unique situa- 
tions. Your counsel should be consulted in all 
matters relating to FCC fees, especially with re- 
spect to potential assignments or transfers. BM /E 

This section, providing broad interpretation of FCC rules and 
policies, does not substitute for competent legal counsel. Lega 
advice on any given problem is predicated on the particular fact. 
of each case. Therefore, when specific problems arise, you woulc 
be well advised to consult your own legal counsel. 

In the new Harvey professional 
A /Vstudio, we don't just talk about 
the latest equipment. 

We've got it, right there. 
Multitrack audio consoles. Reverb units. 

Noise reduction systems. And more. 
Color cameras. Color recorders. EVR players. 

Video cassette recorders (when they come out). And more. 
There's even a working teleproduction studio. 
Ilarvey's has the equipment you've been 

reading about, large as life, in our Madison Avenue studio. 
Drop in, either to buy, or just to look around. 

Harveviladio Co. 
Professional A /\ Harvey 

ion, 4-14 Mattison .Avenue, NewYork, N.Y.10022. 
(212).1U:2:1300 or (212) 832 -8675. 

January, 
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NAEB Sessions 
Continued from page 24 

ducer of NET's Black Journal, 
charged that public television is the 
playtoy of white racists. He de- 
clared "Public television has failed 
in its effort to effect public change. 
If public television can't address 
itself to the needs of its various 
publics, then it deserves its own 
demise." 

The assemblage was castigated 
(and later boycotted) by Domingo 
Nick Reyes, head of the Mexican - 
American Anti- Defamation Com- 
mittee, when it failed to pass two 

Yes, quality, service and price 
on CATV systems are the rea- 
sons for Forth Worth Tower's po- 
sition as the industry's leading 
supplier. Experience gained as 
a pioneer supplier of CATV en- 
ables Fort Worth Tower to pro- 
vide you with a quality product 
at a price that is reasonable 
and attractive. 

Take advantage of our experi- 
ence. For assistance in systems 
planning, engineering and com- 
plete systems quotations . . . 

CALL OR WRITE TODAY 

7otte ?end 74.44e4 
COMPANY, INCORPORATED 

P. O. Box 8597, Fort Worth, Taxas 
(817) JE 6 -5676 

- Associated Companies - 
Tommy Moore, Inc. 

Big State Engineering, Inc. 
Tower Construction Finance, Inc. 

r'irr:le 119 on Reac7r,r !'dard 
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resolutions -one calling for a Free- 
dom of Broadcasting Committee to 
defend attacks on educational 
broadcasters and the other asking 
NAEB to censure the Alabama 
Educational Television Commis- 
sion for disregard for its Black 
population. 

Student leaders who were invited 
to comment on public broadcasting 
said that both commercial and non- 
commercial communicators failed 
to report the true scene on Ameri- 
can campuses last spring. Forty - 
five- second segments of violence 
and inflamatory quotes have cre- 
ated a gap in understanding, the 
students charged. 

There were some things to cheer 
about: Sesame Street is by all 
measures a howling success. By 
next October a new show designed 
to teach reading will be ready, 
said Joan Ganz Cooney, president 
of the Children's Television Work- 
shop. 

The Public Broadcasting Serv- 
ice (PBS) is now in operation, giv- 
ing the nation a fourth national 
network. 

Next spring National Public Ra- 
dio (NPR) could be functioning- 
and would eventually interconnect 
some 100 public radio stations, 
feeding them daily current affairs. 

By February a series of eight TV 
programs on drugs, prepared by 
WQED, Pittsburgh, could be ready 
for national distribution. 

People are watching. Louis Har- 
ris polled the nation late in 1969 
and found 74% could receive 
PTV -39% actually watch it. 
Since that measurement, Sesame 
Street further increased viewing in 
25 cities by at least 42 %. 

Critical acclaim has been heaped 
on such PBS -released offerings as 
Hospital, The Andersonville Trial, 
The Advocates, Soul and The For - 
syte Saga. 

For some, the high points of the 
last 12 months were sufficient to 
offset any feelings of guilt or fail- 
ure. And further, had not NAEB 
established an Office of Minority 
Affairs to meet the racial chal- 
lenge? But those who took time to 
visit the reception put on by the 
Central Brooklyn Model Cities 
group realized that there was a 
spirit, an elan, at work there that 
was sorely missing at other con- 
vention activities. 

The group's program has a two- 
fold purpose: producing TV pro- 
grams that are meaningful to the 
community and at the same time 
training local residents to do all the 
professional jobs in television. 

In a sense, the project is the 
first totally minority -group oriented 

station in the country. The pro- 
grams in planning will cover re- 
medial education, adult literacy, 
budgeting for the household, in- 
formation on employment, social 
services, legal rights, etc. Other 
programs will give residents an op- 
portunity to express their feelings 
and grievances -the whole effort 
will help residents see how they can 
participate to effect change. 

Other challenges and responses 

How to deal with a vulgar world 
without using vulgar language was 
a problem that confused educa- 
tional broadcasters. NAEB Presi- 
dent William G. Harley said it was 
no longer possible "to deal with 
the real problems and issues of 
this world without using language 
and other expressions that some 
people consider lewd, vulgar, ob- 
scene, profane or repulsive." 
Broadcasters can't avoid offending 
the taste of one group, Harley said, 
because to do so would be to avoid 
the issues that are distasteful real- 
ities of others. 

In a session on Program Control 
and Responsibility, the audience 
showed divided opinion on ob- 
scenity. A plea from the floor ask- 
ing for high standards to be held 
drew applause, but only about one- 
third of the audience joined in. 

William B. Ray, chief of the 
FCC's Complaints and Compliance 
Division, showed no reluctance in 
using objectionable four- letter 
words before his "private" au- 
dience, but he opined that if they 
were to be permitted over the air, 
it would close down radio. Some 
program directors present queried 
by BM /E thought such words 
could be used "after 10:30 pm" 
and after the listeners had been 
warned of what would be forth- 
coming. Ray asked that the next 
educational broadcaster fined for 
an obscenity refuse to pay so that 
courts could make a ruling. 

Prexy Harley, in his keynote re- 
marks, also challenged broadcast- 
ers to get involved in "effecting 
significant educational reform" and 
to prepare to "take advantage of 
all the new technologies" that 
break away from the notion of a 
one -channel system of standard 
broadcasting. 

But the sessions on "Does Local 
ITV Have a Future" and "Ac- 
countability in Instructional De- 
sign" were nonsubstantive and de- 
sultory. And the session on ITFS 
revealed that service was going 
begging for the most part. Most 
engineering sessions were "old - 
hat." BM /E 
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NAEB Exhibit Floor 
Continued from page 24 

signal of x-1.5 microseconds and 
reduce this to less than ±75 nan- 
oseconds. The IVC 1402, intended 
for color, included a variable delay 
control to minimize phase differ- 
ence of color burst. The combina- 
tion of an IVC -960 insert and as- 
semble edit recorder with the TBC 
unit makes dubbing to quadruplex 
possible, IVC said. 

Processing systems for helical 
scan VTRs were shown by Vital 
Industries, Central Dynamics and 
Grass Valley. Vital's entries were 
not new, but CDL's and Grass Val- 
ley's were. CDL said its VPA -083 
unit would regenerate all pulses 
(H &V) and replace dropouts and 
missing pulses up to 10 lines. Grass 
Valley said its unit would replace 
sync blanks and dropout pulses at 
the lowest cost -$1880. 

Not only had the number of 
NAEB exhibitors shrunk to that 
of an earlier year, but some of the 
products shown were a shadow of 
an earlier era. The name Dage re- 
appeared on a new line of cameras 
at Visual Educom's booth and all 
vestiges of Raytheon as a TV 
equipment name were gone. The 
new Dage 800 camera system 
traces its lineage back to the once 
popular 320. The 800 system is 
completely modular and expanda- 
ble. 

Production switchers and spe- 
cial- effect generators were in ample 
supply. New switcher models were 
displayed by Alma, Dynair, Cen- 
tral Dynamics, Shintron, Viscount 
and others. JFD, subsidiary of Ri- 
ker-Maxson, showed a new unit 
priced at $3500. At the same booth 
Riker showed off its super -8mm 
camera chain previously introduced 
at the NCTA Convention. 

A new exhibitor drawing consid- 
erable attention was World Video 
Inc. Its one -gun color monitor 
looked good. 

McMartin could by no means be 
called a new exhibitor, but the 
company unveiled a new product 
line at NAEB: audio consoles. Jer- 
rold achieved fresh attention with 
its 2500 -MHz beam -bender. 

A new editing tool exhibited was 
Edit -Aid, a programming unit that 
would permit a VTR operator to 
edit -in and edit -out precisely at the 
same place automatically. The 
$950 device, developed by Video 
Aids Corp. of Loveland, Colorado, 
operates by applying pulses to the 
existing cue audio head. These 
pulses then control the VTR mode. 

BM /E 
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NEW 

For copies of these literature offer- 
ings, circle numbers for appropriate 
items on Reader Service Card. 

Sound systems for sports and enter- 
tainment are subject of 12 -page 
brochure covering public- address 
equipment; includes description of 
Acousta- Voicing hall -equalization 
technique. Altec Lansing. 200 

Professional audio equipment is cov- 
ered in 128 -page catalog from Audio 
Distributors Inc. Includes equipment 
and accessories for broadcast, the- 
ater, school, auditorium, recording, 
from some 30 manufacturers. 201 

CATV antennas and systems shown 
in series of catalog pages. Complete 
electrical and mechanical specifica- 
tions on Astroscat, Miniscat, Astro- 
log, and Astro Yagi antennas for TV 
and FM. RF Systems. 202 

Engineered MATV Systems in 16- 
page catalog including specifications, 
descriptions, photos of single -channel 
amplifiers, low -noise preamps con- 
verters, tapoffs, and 75 -ohm test 
gear. Blonder -Tongue. 203 

Customer training in uses of broad- 
cast, CCTV, CATV, audio and in- 
strumentation equipment are covered 
in 12 -page brochure from Ampex. 

204 

Video production switcher is de- 
scribed in six -page data sheet; details 
include two basic switchers with 14 
and 21 inputs, block diagram, pho- 
tos, and tech specs. Cohu. 205 

CATV antennas are listed in eight - 
page brochure. Line includes vhf, 
uhf, FM, yagi, parabolic, log peri- 
odic, both broadband and cut -to- 
channel. TACO. 206 

Census tract data described in 24- 
page catalog. Covers 1970 U.S. cen- 
sus, which is available in condensed 
form on tape or microfilm. National 
Planning Data Corp. 207 

TV pan and tilt heads and remote 
camera control systems for CATV/ 
CCTV service are described in six - 
sheet File 2123 -40. Includes data on 
motorized and servo -operated heads 
for cameras from 30 to 400 lb. 
Equipment provides preset shots for 
zoom, focus, iris, pan, tilt, and ped- 
estal height. Power- Optics. 208 

Translator antennas for vhf and uhf 
are described in bulletin. Antennas 
are complete with integrated support 
structures for top mounting on tow- 
ers or buildings. RF Systems. 209 

Perfect your 
CCTV system with 

COSMICAR 
lenses 

TV-COSMICAR-EE 25mm F/1.4 

The TV- COSMICAR -EE 25mm f /1.4 is a 

high -speed EE lens specially des gned 

for 1" vidicon cameras. It mairtains 
image luminance 100 lx against sub- 

ject brightness between 1V11.17 280 

18,000 cd /m'), about 1,50036.000 
lx. The automatic electric -eye dia- 

phragm closes down completely Nhen 

subject brightness exceeds appro:. V20 

(144,000 cd /m'), 768,000 lx. WI-e, the 

camera is switched off and not irn op- 

eration, the automatic diaphragm c oses 

down, completely shutting off the light 

for protection of the vidicon canera. 
The "EE -OPEN" switch on the lens con- 

trols the operation of the diaphragm. 

When it is turned to "EE," the diaph -agm 

operates as fully automatic electric eye; 

when it is turned to "OPEN," the dia- 

phragm stays fully open. 

Be sure to get the finest ima,3 re- 
cording results with quality Cc 

car lenses. 

CDS MICAR 

COSMICAR 
OPTICAL CO., LTD. 
424, Higashi- Oizumi, Nerima ku, Tokyo. Japan 

Cable Address: "MOVIEKINO TOKYO ' 

Circle 120 on Reader Service Card 
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BM /E CLASSII'ILD MARKETPLACE 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES 

DISPLAY CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING: $22.50 per inch lx; $22.00 per inch 3x; $21.00 per inch 6x; $20.00 
per inch 12x. ALL OTHER CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 25c per word; minimum $3.00. BLIND BOX NUMBER: 
No extra charge. Replies sent to address below will be forwarded to you. PAYABLE IN ADVANCE; send 
check with order. CLOSING DATE: 5th of 2nd month preceding issue date. 

BM /E, Monterey and Pinola Avenues, Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214 Phone 717/794 -2191 

HELP WANTED EQUIPMENT FOR SALE 

SALES REPS 
SPARTA /EAST now forming and needs 
top AM -FM equipmet ,'sales reps working 
east of the Mississippi. Lucrative SPARTA 
line of audio equipment including 
SPARTA -MATION plus BAUER AM /FM 
Transmitters. Please send details about 
your firm and sales record. 

JACK J. LAWSON 
General Sales Manager 
SPARTA ELECTRONIC CORPORATION 
5851 Florin- Perkins Road 
Sacramento, CA 95828 

Southeastern AM -FM -TV Station offers above 
average salaries for engineers experienced in AM -FM -TV operation and maintenance. First 
Class License necessary. First Class Engineers 
without experience will be considered. Reply 
must be complete with references, photograph 
and salary requirements. Reply Box 171 -2 
BM /E. Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214. 
Dubuque, Ia. 5kw KDTH needs experienced 
morning announcer good on productions spots. 
Extra pay sports play -by -play. Send resume, 
photo air check and production samples to 
Bob 
photo, 

Engineer- announcer for modern MOR S.0 
coastal day -timer. Send resume and salary re- 
quirements to Ted Fogel, WINH Radio, P.O. 
Drawer W,W. Georgetown. S.C. 29440. 

POSITIONS WANTED 

EXECUTIVE 

ENGINEER -TV 

RICHARD R. HAYES 
AVAILABLE 

DECEMBER 1970 

Presently 
PRESIDENT 

TELDEX CORPORATION 
(closing operations & 

offering sale of assets) 

R &D ELECTRONIC 
Subsidiary of 

INTERCONTINENTAL MFG. CO. 
INC. 

P.O. BOX 949 
Garland, Texas 

75040 
(214) 276 -5131 

Send all Inquiries to 
Box 1270 -1, BM /E 

Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214 

Beginner. Career minded, wants break. 3rd 
phone, 25, married, draft exempt, bsct. school. 
Bob Cooper, 1736 Atchison Ave., Whiting, Ind. 
46394, 219- 659 -1582. 
Black beginner, 3rd phone, 26, Career Academy 
graduate. Will relocate, married, 2 children. An- 
nouncer disc -jockey or anything, want a chance. 
Dewey Hawes, 13362 Michigan, Chicago, Ill. 
60627. 

40 

USED QUAD TAPE 

(3M 379) with plastic shipping 
cases. No splices less than 20 
passes: Prices: $15.00 for 1200 
ft. $25.00 for 2400 ft., $50.00 
for 4800 ft. Plus shipping. Write: 

Tom Rogeberg 
ETS Program Service, 
P.O. Box 1430, 
Bloomington, Ind. 47401 

SCULLY TAPE RECORDERS: Mono., 2, 4, 8, 
12, & 16 track models plus 270 automatic play- 
ers. Some models in stock now. W.A.L. custom 
audio control consoles & console modules. 
Solid state 120 Watt power Amps. We buy and rebuild Scully lathes. WIEGAND AUDIO LAB- 
ORATORIES, INC. 3402 Windsor Road, Wall, 
N.J. 07719. Phone 201/681 -6443. 
1 Ampex 3200 Slave ... $1500.00. 1 Ampex 300 Half or Full Track . $900.00. 2 Ampex 350 
Record Reproducer Amplifiers without power 
supplies $200.00 ea. 2 Ampex 35I Record 
Reproducer Amplifiers . $250.00 ea. All equipment in excellent condition. Best offer. Box 171 -1, BM/E, Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 
17214. 
SOLID -STATE AUDIO PLUG -IN OCTAL (1" Dia x 2" H) modules. Mic preamps, disc It 
tape preamp -equalizers, tape bias ose. & record 
ampl., power amps & power supplies. Send for 
free catalog and audio applications. Opamp 
Labs., 172 So. Alta Vista Blvd., Los Angeles, 
Cal. 90036. 
Ampex 300, 350, 352, 400, 450 users, for greater 
S/N ratio, replace first playback stage 12SJ7 
with our plug -in transistor preamp. For speci- 
fication write VIF INTERNATIONAL, PO 
Box 1555. Mtn. View, Ca. 94040. 
Jack Panels and patch cords. Audio and Video. 
new and used. Precision video coax cable and 
connectors (Belden 8281). Write for catalog, Gulf Electro- Sales. Inc., 6325 Beverly Hill, 
Houston. Texas 77027. Phone 713 -781 -3066. 
AMERICA'S LARGEST STOCK AND CON- SIGNMENT LISTING of new and used broad- 
cast and recording equipment. We trade -sell and 
huy. THE MAZE CORPORATION, P.O. Box 
6636. Birmingham. Ala. 35210. 
Transmitter: Gates model BC5 -A, 5 kw /lkw. 
Available December 15. In use at present time, 
$2500.00. Mastertone Company, 8101 University 
Blvd., Des Moines, Iowa 50311. 
RCA TK -30 and TK -31 image orthicon cam- 
eras: RCA TR -2 and TR -5 videotape recorders, 
plus many incidentals. Television Facilities, Inc., 
Box 396, Montgomeryville, Pa. 18936. Tel. 215- 
855 -0970. 
Color Videotape recorders for sales. Four TVC 
Model 860. Almost new, excellent condition. 
Cost, $7,800 each. Make a reasonable offer. 
Phone 904-354 -2806. 
The complete and reliable source for new and 
used broadcast equipment. Request our free 
listings. Broadcast Equipment and Supply Co.. 
Box 3141. Bristol. Tennessee 37620. 
Hewlett Packard 200 AB Oscillators $70, 4108 - 
VTVM $110, 650A Signal Generator $210, 
recent calibration, and many others. Nicholas, 
4200 Blackthorne, Long Beach, Cal. 90808. 
Any type tower erection finance. Bill Angle - 
Tel. 919 -752-3040. Box 55, Greenville, N.C. 
27834. 

MISCELLANEOUS FOR SALE 

BUILD YOUR OWN FM STATION. Complete 
list of the 800 open frequencies in U.S. & 
possessions- $5.00: Master Radio, RD, Delmar, 
N.Y. 12054. 
OLD RADIO SHOWS. Send $3 for sample 
and list. Radio Box 59, Logan, Utah 84321. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

Radio Station. 5,1)011 watts. East. Ariz. $175,000. 
29% dn. KHIL, Willcox, Arizona. 

PROGRAM SERVICES 

DEEJAYS! 11,000 classified gag lines, $10.00. Unconditionally guaranteed! Comedy catalog 
free. Edmund Orrin, Boyer Road, Mariposa, Calif. 95338. 
Deejay Manual -A collection of one -liner corn - 
edy pieces for sparkling DJ's $3.00. Write for 
free "Broadcast Comedy" catalog. Show -Biz 
Comedy Service (Dept. R) 1735 East 26 Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11229. 
D.J. one liners! Write for free samples, and 
also receive details on: California Aircheck 
Tapes, Voice Drop -ins, D.J. Source Guide, and 
much more! Command Productions, Box 
26348 -A, San Francisco 94126. 

WANT TO BUY 
16 INCH DISCS WANTED CONTAINING OLD RADIO PROGRAMS, COMEDY, DRA- 
MA. CHILDRENS SHOWS, NEWS, MYS- TERY, ETC. OR TAPED COPIES OF THE 
DISCS. DON MARIS, 1926 CHEROKEE, 
NORMAN, OKLA. 73069. 
Need microwave sound diplexing equipment RCA TSD -2B. Also, wave guide switches, 
couplers, and adapters for RCA TVM -1C. KVOA -TV, P.O. Box 5188, Tucson, Ariz. 85703. 

TECHNICAL SERVICES 

AMPEX HEAD ASSEMBLY 
Relapping and replacement head service for all AMPEX professional studio model re- 
corders. Our precision relapping extends 
head life for maximum use. Brand new shelf 
stock replacement heads of our manufacture 
available when relappping not advisable. 
Prices include thorough assembly cleaning, 
optical and electrical inspection and com- 
plete testing on Ampex equipment. Mon- 
aural assembly relapping . . . $35.00 com- 
plete. Monaural assembly replacements . 
$119.50 complete. "Loaner" assemblies avail- 
able. For more data, contact LIPPS, Inc., 
1630 Euclid St., Santa Monica. Calif. 90404 
(213) EX 3 -0449. 

CUSTOM CARTRIDGE RELOADING and re- furbishing. Fidelipac replacement parts and 
cartridges. Write us today for prices. PROFES- SIONAL AUDIO SERVICES, BOX 1953, FT. 
WORTH, TEX. 76101. 

INSTRUCTIONS 

First phone through tape recorded lessons at 
home plus one week personal instruction in 
Washington, D.C., Atlanta, Boston, Detroit, 
New Orleans, Minneapolis, Seattle, Denver, 
Portland, Los Angeles. Proven results. Our 17th 
year teaching FCC license courses. Bob Johnson 
Broadcast License Training, 1060D Duncan, 
Manhattan Beach, Calif. 90266. Phone 213 -379- 
4461. 
American Institute of Radio, by encouraging 
students to attend both day & night classes 
can guarantee you a First Class License in 
21/2 to 31/2 weeks. New classes start every 
Monday. Housing can be arranged for $12 -15 
per week. Total tuition $330. 2622 Old Lebanon 
Rd., Nashville, Tenn. 37214. 615 -889 -0469 or 
889 -2480. 
"1971 Tests -Answers" for FCC First Class Li- 
cense. Plus Command's "Self -Study Ability 
Test." Proven! $9.95. Command Productions, 
Box 26348 -A, San Francisco 94126. 
"FCC FIRST CLASS RADIOTELEPHONE LI- 
CENSE IN SIX WEEKS. Results guaranteed. 
Classes in Dallas, Atlanta, Chicago, Cincinnati, 
Denver, Fort Worth, Hartford, Houston, Mem- 
phis, Miami Beach, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, 
Nashville, New Orleans, Oklahoma City, St. 
Louis, San Antonio, San Francisco, and Seattle. 
For information, contact Elkins Institute, 2603 
Inwood Road, Dallas, Texas 75235 (214) 357- 
4001. 
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now! 

Audio -Actuated 
Gate from Fairchild! 

MODEL 692 DAT 
With exclusive (Auto -Ten ®) circuitry, the 
FAIRCHILD double automatic audio sig- 
nal actuated gate performs various func- 
tions of changing gain of one or two 
circuits (per section). The 692 DAT can 
attenuate channel up to 80 db when not 
triggered. When "ON" series resistance 
is 30 ohms. Use it as a compressor 
expander or soft switch. 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
Adjustable trigger thresholds: 

40 db and higher. 
Turn on time: 3 Milliseconds. 
Release time: 0.3 to 7 seconds. 
Power required: 6.2, 18 or 24 V DC at 70 ma 

For complete details write today to: 

FAIRCHILD 
Sound Equipment Corporation 

10 -40 45th Ave. , L. I.C., N.Y. 11101 

Circle 121 on Reader Service Card 
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AD1B Audio 
Distribution 

Amplifier 

.w.um_,. 

The solid state AD1 B distributes audio 
signals to five separate points within a 

studio system or to telephone lines. Out- 
put level controls are individually ad- 
justable. Adding our AD1 B -X channel 
extenders allows up to 25 channels to 
be accommodated, with input metering 
and audio monitoring for all 25 provided 
by the AD1 B. Both units meet traditional 
SPOTMASTER standards of perfor- 
mance and reliability. Response is es- 
sentially flat from 40 to 20,000 Hz with 
low distortion and noise and 60 db 
channel isolation. Input transformers 
are standard; the user may specify either 
balanced output transformers or un- 
balanced emitter follower outputs. Write 
for details. 

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC. 
A Filmways Company 

8810 Brookville Rd., Silver Spring, Md. 20910 
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ADVERTISERS' INDEX 

AEL Communications Corp., 
Subsidiary of American Electronics 
Laboratories, Inc. CM /E -12 

Anaconda Electronics, A Division of 
Anaconda Wire & Cable Company CM /E -8 

Belar Electronics Laboratory, Inc. Cover 2 

Berkey -Colortran, Inc., Div. of 
Berkey Photo Inc. 

Broadcast Electronics, Inc. 

Collins Radio Company 

Cooke Engineering 

Cosmicar Optical Co., Ltd. 

Dynair Electronics, Inc. 

Electronic Industrial 
Engineering, Inc. 

Fairchild Sound Equipment Corp. 

26 

34, 41 

Cover 3 

36 

39 

9 

CM/ E-2 

32, 41 

Fort Worth Tower Co., Inc. 38 

Gates Radio Company, A Division of 
Harris- Intertype Corporation 

Grass Valley Group, Inc., The 

Harvey Radio Co. 

Humphrey Electronics Inc. 

Lipsner -Smith Corporation 

McMartin Industries, Inc. 

3 

5 

37 

32 

12 

41 

RCA Corporation ..30, 31 

RCA Service Company, 
A Division of RCA 7 

Shure Brothers, Inc. 

Sony /Superscope 

TAB Books 

Tektronix, Inc. 

TeleMation Inc. 

Telex, Communications Division 

Viscount Video Systems Ltd. 

Wilkinson Electronics, Inc. 

35 

Cover 4 

28 

11, CM/E-11 

Sales Offices 

13 

33, 41 

29 

32 

SALES ADMINISTRATOR 
Salley Ann Morley 

NORTHEAST 
820 Second Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017 

Charles C. Lenz, Jr. 

SOUTHEAST 
Ken Fairleigh Associates, P. O. Box 3956, 
Charlotte, N.C. 28203 

Kenneth F. Fairleigh 704- 366 -1434 

MIDWEST 
612 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60611 

Thomas F. X. Carter 312-642-3774 

SOUTHWEST 
1245 East Walnut St., Pasadena, Calif. 
91106, Los Ange;es 213.684 -0590 

Pasadena 213- 795 -1528 
Lawrence C. Papp 
Burt Underwood 

NORTHWEST 
Thompson & Healey, Inc. 1111 Hearst Build- 
ing, San Francisco, Calif. 94130 415- 362.8547 

Jules Thompson 
William J. Healey 

JAPAN 
Nippon Keisoku, Inc., P. O. Box 410, Cen- 
tral Tokyo, Japan 535 -6614 

Yoshi Yamamoto 

Mc, Martin 
SCA 
elluditipteit Racerers 

Exclusive 
of the art' design. hp r 
TpuGT10N provides terance, in 

quality reception, mini Meet FCC 

roven reliability. 

Rules, 
15 v_ 

Rules, 

TR -668 
Most 
advanced 
SCA receiver 

the market. 

Accommodates 
plug-in amplifier 

modules plus balanced 
mike input 

TR-55 
McMartin's 

combination ecoa otnY 

high 

o 

performance 
of high 

perfor matching 
. 

10 23 

For Available with 
S amplifiers. 

75 RM 1 

information 

watt ( 

industries, 
ÍfC. 

including McMartin nl3th Street details 
605 North 6ß10z 

onedu Omaha, 
Nebraska 

educational roadcast receiver round Music 
write: K Sound B ommercial 
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RIGHT _ 1,, 

ON CUE 

'I 

Y ANNOUNCERS EARSET 
Used by TV networks and static: s 

for inconspicuous use on camera. Li -s 

the announcer hear program cues w1 e 

working with a live microphone. 

The efficient, versatile Announ:Ji s 

Earset includes five snap -on ate.. - 

ments, clothing clip, and pers_u I 

carrying pouch. Order to fit let: r 
right ear. Volume controls optic , . 

From $12.46. 

TE.EX 
9600 Aldrich Avenue South 

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55420 

Circle 124 on Reader Service Card 
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FROM THE 

EDITOR 
The Second Year in the Decade of the 70s 
As broadcasting's 50th birthday year, 1970, drew to a close, few 
celebrants had spirit to reaffirm that which was earlier so loudly 
acclaimed: "The best is yet to come." The pundits were saying 
the bloom is off. 

The gloom that has befallen so many of us was sufficient to 
cause NBC president Julian Goodman to issue a memo to his 
staff ridiculing the notion that TV is passed its prime. Other 
services -cable, cassettes -would do no more than supplement 
a healthy broadcast industry, he said. 

Nevertheless the industry is filled with uncertainties. Will 
revenues go up with the loss of cigarette ads and reduced prime - 
time support by networks? Will one -to -a- market regulation be 
passed? Will competition between CATV and broadcasters be- 
come hurtful? Will licenses be lost to challengers? Will the 
resolution of access -to- the -spectrum lead to excesses in regula- 
tion? 

Rather than bemoaning uncertainty, it's time for the entire 
industry to think positively. It is the appropriate time of year for 
making new resolutions to solve some of the crises in communica- 
tions. It's time for managers preoccupied with loss of profits or 
reduced profits to stop thinking retrenchment and to think 
instead of innovation. 

It's time to channel the restiveness of the immense talent 
within the industry- newsmen, programmers, directors, writers, 
engineers, salesmen- toward one clear goal: The best in public 
service. 

This is a goal as important as profitability. It may be the 
only true means to profitability. So in 1971 put increased public 
service in your programming budget. Your staff is ready to rise 
to the challenge. Ask more of your newsmen. But help them 
by sending them to some stimulating seminars. Give them new 
equipment to help do the job. Reduce your clutter; raise rates if 
necessary and throw your salesmen the challenge. Get your en- 
gineers to improve your quality. Approve some expenditures for 
needed improvements. Stop worrying about having to take over 
an hour of network prime time. The objective is relevant com- 
munity programming. If CBS threatens to drop the documentary 
60 Minutes, from a consortium and hire CBS's staff. 

If this sounds like brave talk from an editor once removed 
from the real action, let me hasten to add that publishers' rev- 
enues have suffered more than broadcasters'. But at BM /E we're 
through lamenting that we don't have enough space or money to 
cover the subjects in the way we'd like. In 1971 we are going 
to do more in fewer pages. Our pages will concentrate on using 
available resources, technical and human, in the best possible 
way. Our focus will be sharper than it has been in the past. We've 
been great on covering new ideas, but this coming year we're 
going to hold ourselves more accountable. 

In 1971, for example, our article reviewers will ask two ques- 
tions: What is the objective of the action described? How are 
results (in terms of profit and loss and service to the public) 
measured? If these questions are unanswered, the article will be 
unacceptable. But this is a dynamic industry and we can't rest 
on publishing only the proven. We must anticipate what should 
be in the future. We pledge to do this in 1971. With your help 
we look forward to sustaining a useful dialogue. It's time to get 
started on "the best is yet to come." 

James A. Lippke 
Editor 
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PRODUCT INDEX 
A quick reference to products mentioned editorially 
or in advertisements. Page number is listed first (light face type) followed by reader service number 
(bold face.) 

AUDIO 
41/124 Announcers earset /Telex 
24/320 Audio consoles /McMartin 
27/280 Audio consoles /McMartin 
27/284 Audio distribution amplifier /Fairchild 

Sound 
32/114 Audio distribution amplifier /Fairchild 

sound 
3/101 Automation systems /Gates Radio 

C3/125 Consoles, stereo /Collins 
13/107 Control unit /TeleMation 
41/121 Gate, double audio actuated /Fairchild 
35/116 Microphone /Shure Bros. 
C4/126 Microphone /Sony Superscope 
28/326 Mixer, portable /Sony Superscope 
C2/100 Monitors / Belar 
28/299 Recorder, 16 -track /Scully 
41/123 SCA multiplex receivers /McMartin 
28/298 Stereo console /QRK 
33/115 Tape equipment /Telex 
28/300 Tape -playback system /RCA 
37/118 Various products /Harvey 

TELEVISION CONTROL & STUDIO EQUIPMENT 
28/296 Amplifier, AGC /ITI Electronics 
28/295 Camera, color /IVC 
27/276 Camera, color /Magnavox 
24/314 Camera system /Visual Educom 
24/309 Camera system, color /Magnavox 
27/278 Camera tube /Amperex 
27/292 Cameras, video /Audiotronics 
24/310 Character generators /TeleMation 
28/294 Color TV frequency standard /Tracor 
9/104 Demodulator /Dynair 

24/321 Editing device /Video Aids 
12/106 Film conditioning systems /LipsnerSmith 
27/293 Iris system, automatic /Angenieux 
27/288 Lens, zoom /Spectran 
27/287 Monitors /Rank 
7/103 Monitors, color /RCA Service 

24/318 Monitors, one -gun color /World Video 
29/331 Phase- lockgenerator /Phasecom Engineering 
24/317 Production center /JFD 
29/110 Routing switcher /Viscount Video 
28/297 Slide scanner, color TV /Rank 
24/311 Special effects generators /TeleMation 
24/313 Timebase stability unit /IVC 
13/107 Titling generator /TeleMation 
30/111 VTRs, cartridge /RCA 
27/291 VTRs, helical /Concord 
24/312 VTRs, production /Ampex 
5/102 VTR processor system, helical scan /Grass 

Valley 
24/315 Video processor /Central Dynamics 
24/316 Video processor /Grass Valley 
27/285 Videotape /3M 
27/286 Vidicon /English Electric Valve 

TRANSMITTER EQUIPMENT 
29/334 Direct -FM exciter /AEL 
24/319 Microwave beam- bender /Jerrold 
27/282 Relay unit, remote switching /Rich Labs 
29/336 Transmitter, FM /AEL 
29/335 Uhf two -way portable radio /Micro 

Communications 

CATV (See also: Components, Wire & Cable) 
'Appears in CM /E (CATV supplement) only 
`8/151 Amplifier, AGC Trunkline bridging/ 

Anaconda 
*12/153 Converter /AEL 
27/283 Converter /Craftsman 
27/281 Cross -modulation analyzer /Kaiser CATV 
29/332 Line extender /Jerrold 
'2/150 Modulator, color TV /EIE 
'11/152 Waveform monitor /Tektronix 

CCTV 
39/120 Lenses /Cosmicar 

TEST EQUIPMENT 
27/277 AM field intensity meter /Solar Electronics 
29/333 Noise measuring set /Kay Elemetrics 
11/105 TV test instruments /Tektronix 
28/329 Test generator /Visual Information Institute 

PHOTOGRAPHIC & LIGHTING EQUIPMENT 
27/290 Camera light /Sylvania 
27/289 Lighting stand /Berkey ColorTran 
26/108 Quartz lighting /Berkey ColorTran 

COMPONENTS, WIRE & CABLE 
29/337 Balun /Phelps Dodge 
29/330 Connectors /LRC Electronics 
36/117 Jacks /Cooke Engineering 
32/112 Silicon rectifiers /Wilkinson 

ANTENNAS, TOWERS & TRANSMISSION LINES 
38/119 Towers /Fort Worth Tower 

MISCELLANEOUS 
28/109 Books /Tab 
27/275 Educational program info /Urban School 

Associates 
32/113 Logger /Humphrey 
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with Collins new stereo consoles 

Increase your station's capability and programming flexibility by selecting Collins 4- channel 
212K -1 or 8- channel 212L -1. Both are all new, all solid- state. And packed with features such as 

reverse cue and stereo headphone output jacks. 

The 212L -1 has dual stereo monitor outputs and a monaural program output. 

Both consoles have fresh new styling -easy to look at, comfortable to use. 

And under this new look ... Collins design and manufacturing quality. 

For more information, see your Collins representative or contact 
Collins Radio Company, Dept. 400, Dallas, Texas 75207. 
Phone: (214) 235 -7863 (direct line). 

Circle 125 on Reader Service Card 
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This SoNy is 
TI1E biRds 

...and for sporting events, location TV and 
motion picture sound track recording, and 
any other situation where you want to get crisp 
clear, "close -up" sound from a distance. 

Crisp and clear because the C -77 uses three 
condenser capsules for minimum distortion, 
smoothest frequency response, and unbea:able 
transient characteristics. 

"Close -up" because the C -77 zeroes r ght in on the 
sound source, isolating the sound you want from 
surrounding poise. Its the most uniformly di-ectional 
microphone on the market. 

The Sony C -77 comes complete with windscreEn, shcck 
mount, and an ingenious pocket -size boost /monitcr 
amplifier which lets you hear where you're aiming 

The C -77 is available at select Superscope 
Special Application Products dealers for just 
$495.00 including all required accessories. or 
the dealers' names, as well as complete 
details and specifications, please write: 
Special Application Products Division, 
Sony / Superscope, 8150 Vineland Avenue, 
Sun Valley, California 91352. 

SONY® SUPERSCOPE, 

-. .e..:. Grci 126 a, Reader SCrvice Carc 
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